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Abstract
This study discusses four commonly used optimal approximations to the infinite order moving average
filter that ideally extracts from a time series fluctuations within a specified range of periodicities. Based
on our findings, we use two of those approximations in the estimation of two macroeconomic signals:
business cycle fluctuations and medium to long run component of output growth rate. This study dis-
tinguishes itself from related literature by showing how to successfully incorporate in the multivariate
band-pass approximations factors estimated from a large panel of time series.
As illustration, we apply these approximations to U.S. data. We evaluate the real-time performance of
the indicators and provide forecasting comparisons. The results suggest that the multivariate indica-
tor outperforms the competing univariate indicator across all different settings considered. Moreover,
multivariate methods that target smooth growth are useful to forecast quarterly GDP growth rate at
short-term and to forecast yearly GDP growth.
Keywords: dynamic factor models, band-pass filter, business cycle fluctuations, smooth component, co-
incident indicator, macroeconomic fluctuations.
Resumo
Este estudo discute quatro aproximações óptimas ao filtro de médias móveis infinitas que idealmente
isola de uma série temporal flutuações compreendidas num determinado intervalo de periodicidades.
De acordo com as nossas conclusões, utilizamos duas dessas aproximações na estimação de dois sinais
macroeconómicos: flutuações de ciclo económico no produto e a componente de médio e longo prazo
da taxa de crescimento do produto. Este estudo distingue-se da literatura corrente ao mostrar como
integrar nas aproximações do filtro banda multivariado factores estimados a partir de um largo painel
de séries temporais.
Como ilustração, aplicamos estas aproximações a dados dos E.U.A.. Avaliamos o desempenho dos in-
dicadores em tempo real e apresentamos comparações em termos de previsão. Os resultados sugerem
que o indicador multivariado tem um desempenho claramente superior ao do indicador univariado em
todos os cenários considerados. Adicionalmente, os métodos multivariados que aproximam o crescimento
alisado são úteis na previsão da taxa de crescimento trimestral do PIB a curto prazo e para previsão do
crescimento anual do PIB.
Palavras Chave: modelos dinâmicos de factores, filtro de banda, flutuações de ciclo económico, compo-
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1 Introduction
A main concern of macroeconomic analysts, policy makers and others lies in tracking, in real
time, the state of the economy. So, they focus attention on signals that aim at summarizing
information embedded in the time series movements of major macroeconomic aggregates.
The idea that an individual time series can be seen as the sum of multiple components driven
by different kinds of shocks follows from Persons’ (1919) work. Ever since several methods have
been proposed in the literature to measure those different components; in particular the trend
and cyclical component. Methods can be divided into two groups: economic-based models and
statistical-based models. The first group uses economic theory to explain the mechanism of fluc-
tuations while the second group uses purely statistical assumptions to identify the components.
A brief survey of the literature indicates as references for a discussion of economic-based models
Singleton (1988), King et al. (1988, 1991), Blanchard and Quah (1989) and Cochrane (1994).
Alternatively, statistical-based models include deterministic detrending, first differences, Bev-
eridge and Nelson’s (1981) decomposition, unobserved components models, filtering techniques,
Stock and Watson’s (1998) index models or Altissimo et al.’s (2008) projection problem.
In this study the main objective will be to construct a real time indicator for two specific
macroeconomic signals: business cycle fluctuations of aggregate output and smooth component
of output growth (henceforth smooth growth). We will use a filtering approach to directly obtain
such signals, which amounts to apply to the series of interest a filter specifically designed to isolate
only the fluctuations within a pre-specified range of periodicities. Unlike most methods, filtering
techniques clearly permit to achieve an explicit separation between components and additionally
provide a simple way to accomplish such task. The downside follows from the statistical nature of
this approach that compromises the interpretation of the extracted components from an economic
point of view.
The first step is to specify the threshold values of the cyclical periods that distinguish the
different components of a time series. We overcome this problem adopting the definition of
business cycle fluctuations as those fluctuations with period between [6, 32] quarters in the
pseudo-spectrum of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) series, as advocated by Baxter and King
(1999), and smooth growth as output growth excluding the fluctuations with cyclical period
lower than 4 quarters, exactly as in Altissimo et al. (2008). These signals undoubtedly contain
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important information to assess the direction of the economy. Moreover, we view forecasts of
the smooth growth indicator as being useful to forecast GDP growth itself because the possibly
unpredictable short-run oscillations, approximated by conventional models, have been eliminated.
Our empirical application provides important insights regarding this matter.
Both signals can be obtained by applying an infinite order moving average filter to the series of
interest. However, this procedure implies infinite data and thus an approximate filter is required
for empirical purposes. According to an optimization criterion, good approximations to the ideal
infinite sample filter are proposed by Hodrick and Prescott (1997), Baxter and King (1999) and
Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) in an univariate context and by Valle e Azevedo (2007) in a
multivariate context. In the first part of this study we analyze in detail the properties of each
of these approximations and discuss which ones are suitable for real time analysis. We conclude,
given our objective, that Hodrick and Prescott’s filter as well as Baxter and King’s filter detain
undesirable features. Therefore, only the two remaining approximations from those mentioned
earlier can be used to construct a real-time indicator.
The second part of this work provides an empirical application of the optimal filter suggested
by Christiano and Fitzgerald and of the optimal filter suggested by Valle e Azevedo to U.S.
quarterly GDP or GDP growth rate, depending on the signal. The univariate filter is used as a
benchmark filter for comparisons and the multivariate approximation is adopted as our proposed
indicator. The multivariate optimal filter does not only exploit the information in a single time
series but also that in a large panel of monthly economic variables. To compress this additional
information, the panel is assumed to be described by a dynamic factor model, as originally
developed by Geweke (1977) and Sargent and Sims (1977). To be specific, each variable of the
panel is assumed to be described by a few number of common factors plus an idiosyncratic
error. These factors are unobservable variables and therefore estimated using either principal
components as in Stock and Watson (2002a, 2002b) or generalized principal components as in
Forni et al. (2005). Accordingly, we compare the two methods of approximating the factor space.
The extracted factors are then incorporated as covariates in the multivariate approximation of
the signals of interest.
In view of the above, our main contribution to the current literature is the integration of
recent developments in the analysis of dynamic factor models in the approximation of band-pass
filters. Specifically, we implement an approximation to the signal of interest using a multivariate
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approach that combines information derived from a large panel of time series (reduced by estima-
tion of common factors). Moreover, our multivariate approach can be used in any similar signal
extraction problem since it can easily be adapted to optimally approximate any other signal of
interest or equivalently to extract any other range of periodicities.
To simulate a true real time exercise both signals are defined on the GDP of the current
quarter and the release delays of all the variables involved is taken into account. This implies
that our real activity indicators will be timely and that our method is flexible enough to easily
produce real time estimates. Furthermore, the elimination of fluctuations with low periodicities
implies that the indicators will display little short-run oscillations, thereby giving a clear picture
of current cyclical and growth prospects. Finally, due to the monthly frequency of the variables
of the panel we are able to obtain an update of the multivariate indicator each month and not
just at a quarterly frequency as for the univariate filter. All these features stress the advantages
inherent to our method.
Our findings reveal that the multivariate indicator outperforms the competing univariate
indicator across all settings considered in all months of the year. These settings include variations
in the estimation procedure of factors and second order moments. In detail, the best performing
indicator for both signals is the multivariate filter using two monthly factors and moments derived
from a parametric estimator. We conclude that exploiting information in other variables other
than real GDP is helpful in mitigating the approximations errors arising from missing data.
In addition, as a by-product we use the best performing multivariate filter for forecasting
quarterly and yearly output growth rates. This exercise gives important insights on whether it
is more relevant, for forecasting purposes, to target a smooth version of a time series or instead
the original time series containing the irregular oscillations. We found that multivariate methods
that target smooth growth are useful for short-term forecast of quarterly growth rates and that
at long horizons all methods seem useless for forecasting purposes. These results support the
findings of Runstler et al. (2008) and Reichlin et al. (2008). In terms of forecasting the yearly
growth rate we report a surprising accuracy in the multivariate forecasts that are derived from
approximations to smooth growth, even at the end of the first quarter of the year, where the
task is rather demanding.
This work is organized into 5 sections. In section 2 we define precisely the characteristics of
the signals that we aim at approximating and make clear how this task can be accomplished.
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After this we discuss individually each approximate filter and exam their properties in order
to rule out those unfeasible for real-time analysis. Section 3 discusses topics related with the
practical implementation of the approximations. In detail, we survey methods to estimate second
order moments and introduce factor models, focusing on factor space approximation and on how
to determine the number of factors. Section 4 presents the sample to which we apply the
approximate filters and evaluates the performance of various real-time indicators. Moreover,
some forecasting results are also discussed. Finally, section 5 concludes with a summary of our
findings and further research topics.
4
2 Setting the problem
In this section we define precisely the signals (or components) that we aim to isolate from a time
series and review some of the methods available to optimally approximate them.
Our objective is to obtain two distinct macroeconomic signals: business cycle fluctuations and
the medium to long run component of the output growth rate. To this effect, we will center
our attention on real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) since it is the best available proxy of the
aggregate economic activity. The business cycle fluctuations will be extracted from the logarithm
of GDP, denoted by yt, while the medium to long run component will be extracted from the GDP
growth rate, denoted by ∆yt = (1− L)yt where L is the lag operator.
In a frequency domain perspective1, business cycle fluctuations can be identified as those
fluctuations with a specified range of periodicities (see Baxter and King, 1999) in the (pseudo-)
spectrum of yt2. Following Burns and Mitchell (1946), the range limits should be set to 6 and 32
quarters, meaning that the cyclical component of GDP is composed of all cycles with period no
less than 6 quarters and no more than 32 quarters. This definition of business cycle fluctuations
is completely arbitrary in the sense that it is always possible to extract fluctuations in any other
range of periodicities that one might understand as cyclical movements. Furthermore, we argue
that the definition of the different components of a time series, in particular that of business
cycle fluctuations, is model-dependent. For now we adopt this widely used definition but we
will contrast it with others, in particular with the Hodrick and Prescott filter (see below). The
medium to long run component of GDP growth rate (henceforth smooth growth) is defined as the
output growth cleaned of fluctuations with period less than one year (4 quarters), as in Altissimo
et al. (2008)3. Note that this signal can be seen as the trend-cycle component of the GDP growth
rate, which excludes variability of short duration. Accordingly, it will vary smoothly over time
and it is precisely this characteristic that makes this signal an interesting predictor of GDP
growth. This last idea will be explored in section 4. Moreover, both signals exclude irregular
and seasonal variation by eliminating all fluctuations with period less than 6 quarters in the case
of business cycle fluctuations and 4 quarters in the case of smooth growth. This reduces the
1For more details on the frequency domain approach see Appendix A.
2The spectrum is only well defined if yt is a stationary process. Given that GDP may contain a unit root we
define instead the pseudo-spectrum, which is not well defined at frequency zero.
3Altissimo et al. (2008) define this signal to construct the new EuroCoin indicator, which is a coincident
indicator for euro area growth.
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need to account for GDP data revisions if these have most of its power concentrated in the high
frequencies. Nevertheless, we still have to account for other types of revisions.
We now turn to the particular question of how to obtain these signals. It is well-known that
any arbitrary signal can be extracted by applying a two-sided infinite order moving average to
the series of interest (zt). As presented in more detail in Appendix B the application of such a





where xt denotes the component to be extracted from zt, B(L) =
∑∞
j=−∞BjL
j where L is the
lag operator and
{
Bj : j = 0,+− 1,
+




j=−∞ |Bj | < ∞ (absolutely
summable).
In order to isolate only specific movements, we will have to chose a particular design for the
weight sequence, which is better handled via frequency domain analysis. In this perspective,
the focus is on the spectral density function (or spectrum) which decomposes the time series
fluctuations into orthogonal frequencies. Each component of a time series can be distinguished
from others by the different amount of time it requires to complete a whole cycle, or equivalently,
we may say that each component is connected with specific periodicities. In turn, these latter
periodicities (p) relate to frequencies (ω) through p = 2πω , suggesting that each component can
be indistinctly identified either by their range of periodicities or range of frequencies. Under the
assumption that zt is a covariance stationary process with absolutely summable autocovariance
function γz(k), k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . . , the spectrum of the filtered series, Sx(ω), is given by
Sx(ω) =








−iωj is the frequency response function (or the Fourier transform)
of the linear filter B(L) and Sz(ω) = 12π
∑∞
h=−∞ γz(h)e
−iωh is the spectrum of zt. The function
∣∣B (e−iω)
∣∣2 in equation (1) is known as transfer function (or square gain function) and works as
a weighting sequence of the spectrum of the series to be filtered. Given a particular frequency ω̄,
if
∣∣B (e−iω̄)∣∣2 > 1 (or < 1) then the fluctuations of zt with periodicity 2πω̄ will pass to xt with
their properties emphasized (attenuated) while if
∣∣B (e−iω̄)
∣∣2 = 0 (or = 1) then the fluctuations
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of zt with periodicity 2πω̄ will be completely removed (exactly preserved) from xt. Given the role
of the gain function in the spectrum of the filtered series and the correspondence of frequencies
to periodicities it is straightforward to construct a linear filter that exactly preserves fluctuations
within specific periodicities and that completely eliminates all the other undesirable fluctuations.
This type of linear filters are referred to as ideal filters and a discussion of their characteristics is
provided in Appendix B. Figure 1 shows the ideal behavior of the infinite moving average weights
(in the time domain) when the goal is to extract a component related to low frequencies (panel
A), high frequencies (panel B) or intermediate frequencies (panel C).
Figure 1: Time domain representation of the weights of an ideal low pass filter (panel A), an ideal high
pass filter (panel B) and an ideal band-pass filter (panel C).






































Reviewing, to extract a particular signal we have to first specify its characteristics in terms
of frequencies or periodicities and then apply the infinite order moving average filter with the
proper weights to the series of interest. Obviously, in empirical studies some finite version of
those filters is used instead, but this will be subject for discussion in the next subsection. For
now we focus on translating the previous ideas to the specified signals.
Define the following decomposition of yt and ∆yt:
yt = BC(L)yt + (1−BC(L))yt (2)
∆yt = SG(L)∆yt + (1− SG(L))∆yt (3)
where the logarithm of GDP and the GDP growth rate are regarded as a sum of two components;
one with power only at the frequencies of interest, namely BC(L)yt and SG(L)∆yt, and a second
with power outside those frequencies. Business cycle fluctuations and smooth growth rates are













BC0 = ωu−ωlπ , BCj =
sin(ωuj)−sin(ωlj)







, |j| ≥ 1 with ωu = 2π4
where ωl is the lowest frequency and ωu is the highest frequency of the frequency band of interest.
Accordingly the spectra of the desired components are given by
SBC(ω) =
∣∣BC (e−iω)
∣∣2 Sy(ω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π ω 6= 0 (5)
SSG(ω) =
∣∣SG (e−iω)
∣∣2 S∆y(ω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π







−iωj is the frequency
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−iωj is the frequency
response function of the linear filter SG(L), Sy(ω) is the pseudo-spectrum of real GDP and
S∆y(ω) the spectrum of GDP growth rate. Remembering the equivalence between periodicities
and frequencies as well as the signals’ exact definitions it is evident what will be the designs of the
squared gain functions. Extracting business cycle fluctuations amounts to isolate the interval of
frequencies [2π/32; 2π/6] from the pseudo-spectrum of yt whereas extracting the smooth growth
amounts to isolate all frequencies lower than 2π/4 from the spectrum of ∆yt. Thus, in the first
case the filter must retain without distortion fluctuations in a time series between a lower and
upper bound frequency and remove completely all variations outside this range of frequencies. In
the case of the smooth growth component the filter must eliminate the high frequency movements
and preserve the frequencies connected to long and medium term fluctuations.





1, ωl ≤ |ω| ≤ ωu
0, elsewhere
(6)
with ωl = 2π32 and ωu =
2π
6 denoting the lower and upper frequencies. The linear filter BC(L)
removes unit roots because BC(1) = 0. So, the signal xt = BC(L)yt is stationary, even when yt
is integrated of order 1, and contains only fluctuations with frequencies in the specified range.
In the presence of a unit root process, like real GDP usually is, one must define the spectrum of
an integrated series in order to interpret the relation in (5) as usual. The pseudo-spectrum of an
integrated series is routinely defined as the limit of the spectrum of a stationary process when
the smallest autoregressive roots converge to 1 (see Harvey, 1993, Den Haan and Sumner, 2004,






where yt satisfies (1 − L)yt = ψ(L)εt and εt is a white noise sequence with variance σ2ε . This
function is well defined for all frequencies except at ω = 0. In any case, we conclude that equation
(5) holds by definition if Sy(ω) is defined as the pseudo-spectrum. When ω ∈ [ωl; ωh] ⊆]0;π] the
pseudo-spectrum is well defined and BC(e−iω) = 1 so Sx(ω) = Sy(ω). If ω ∈]0;π]/[ωl;ωh] then
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BC(e−iω) = 0 by definition and Sx(ω) = 0. Finally, if the pseudo-spectrum is not well defined
(or ω = 0) we conclude that Sx(0) = 0. This follows from two observations: first BC(L) can
be factored as BC(L) = (1 − L)2BC∗∗(L) = (1 − L)BC∗(L) because the ideal band-pass filter
removes unit roots and this implies that BC∗(1) = 0 and second xt = BC(L)yt = BC∗(L)(1 −
L)yt = BC∗(L)zt but zt is stationary and its spectrum is well defined for all frequencies. Some
researchers however argue that (5) does not hold because unit root processes theoretically do
not have a spectral density function. Follows that it is a meaningless discussion if the focus
is on the signal because, regardless of the interpretation given to Sy(ω), the ideal band-pass
filter will still isolate a component with fluctuations within the specified range of periodicities.
However, the spectrum of xt often will exhibit a sharp peak at the lowest frequency of the band
of interest and some researchers wrongly associate that pattern with the presence of spurious
cycles. Clearly that is not a consequence of filtering a unit root process as argued by Cogley and
Nason (1995) and others because a similar behavior arises when filtering highly persistent but
stationary processes (see Pedersen 2001).







1, |ω| ≤ ωu
0, elsewhere
with ωu = 2π4 denoting the threshold frequency.
At this point it is clear that the extraction of the signals entails a infinite number of weights.
In such case an approximation is required. The usual approach is to obtain an optimal approxi-
mation, in other words, the minimum mean square error (MSE) estimate of the signal. In detail,
this involves specifying the mean square error as loss function
L = E[(xt − x̂t)2]
where xt = B(L)yt is an arbitrary signal of interest with B(L) =
∑∞
j=−∞BjL
j and x̂t = B̂(L)yt




p and f denote the number of past and future observations, respectively, considered in the
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where B (z) denotes the frequency response function of the ideal filter, B̂ (z) denotes the fre-
quency response function of the approximate filter and Sy(ω) the spectrum (or pseudo-spectrum)

















The objective function equals the square modulus of the difference between the frequency domain
representation of the ideal filter and the frequency domain representation of the approximate
filter, weighted at each frequency by the spectrum of the time series to be filtered. The optimal
weights will depend on the ideal weights and on the properties of the series to be filtered due to
the presence of the spectrum in the loss function. However, as the true times series representation
is unknown the spectrum is in practice replaced by its empirical counterpart (see below for a
discussion of this point).
2.1 Optimal approximations
This section analyzes in some detail four suggested approximations to business cycle fluctuations,




given in equation (6).
An approximation to smooth growth is obtained by adapting the following approximate filters
to a different frequency band and to the case of filtering a stationary time series.
4To obtain the frequency domain representation of the loss function define xt = Γ(L)yt with Γ(L) = B(L) −
B̂(L). In Appendix A we show that the spectrum of xt is
Sx(ω) =
∣∣Γ(e−iω)∣∣2 Sy(w), − π ≤ ω ≤ w.




∣∣Γ(e−iω)∣∣2 Sy(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,+− 2, ...
but given that the loss function is the variance of xt it follows that





To abbreviate notation throughout this section B(L) denotes the time domain representation
of the ideal filter that extracts a business cycle component.
2.1.1 The Baxter and King approximation
Baxter and King (1999) propose an approximate filter to extract business cycle fluctuations from
a time series based on six criteria that restrain the filter design; see table 1.
Table 1: Baxter and King’s (1999) objectives to be met by their optimal approximation.
Baxter and King’s objectives
1. “... the filter should extract a specified range of periodicities and otherwise leave the
properties of this extracted component unaffected”
2. “... the ideal band-pass filter should not introduce phase shifts, i. e., that it not alter
the timing relationships between the time series at any frequency;”
3. “... method be an optimal approximation to the ideal band-pass filter; we specify a
particular quadratic loss function for discrepancies between the exact and approximate
filter”
4. “... the application of an approximate band-pass must result in a stationary time
series even when applied to trending data.”
5. “... the method yield business-cycle components that are unrelated to the length of the
sample period.”
6. “... method be operational”
The first entry in table 1 means that the ideal filter is a band-pass filter with a gain function
of one over the [−ωu;−ωl]∪ [ωl; ωu] frequency range and zero at all other frequencies, exactly as
in equation (6).
To avoid phase shifts (second objective in table 1) it is necessary to set the phase of the filter














∣∣B (e−iω)∣∣ denotes the gain and θ(ω) the phase of the filter. Therefore, the second objective








The fourth objective is attained under two restrictions: first the optimal weights must be
symmetric and second must sum to zero. Mathematically,











bkj = bko + 2
K∑
j=1




j is the time domain representation of Baxter and King’s ap-
proximate filter (BK filter) and K the maximum lag length5. In the frequency domain we are
constraining the response of the filter to be zero at the zero frequency, which is intuitive since low
frequencies are related to the trend component. Nevertheless, these assumptions do not restrict
the trend to be stochastic. In fact, Baxter and King (1999) prove that these two assumptions
remove either stochastic trends up to second order or up to quadratic deterministic trends.
The last two objectives in table 1 state that the weights should not be time-dependent and
that the method should be of easy implementation. Finally, the third objective describes how
the weights of the approximate filter are obtained in order to have an optimal approximation to
the ideal symmetric band-pass filter.
Adding the constraint in equation (9), to ensure a trend elimination property in the approx-




























bj : j = 0,+− 1, . . .
}
denotes the weights of the ideal band-pass filter and
{




5In the approximate filter of Baxter and King p = f = K.
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j and BK(z) =
∑K
j=−K bkjz
j with z taken to be a complex scalar.
The objective function written in frequency domain reveals that Baxter and King implicitly
assume an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process for the time series yt since no
spectrum appears in the objective function. As a result, the square error terms are all equally
weighted and the optimal weights will not directly depend on the true data generating process
(DGP).
The 2K + 1 weights of the approximate filter are obtained from the first order conditions
(FOC) derived from the implied Lagrange function:




















)−BK (e−iω)] dω − λ = 0, j = −K, ...,K
∂L(bk−K ,...,bkK ,λ)
∂λ = −BK (1) = 0








1+2K , j = −K, ...,K








bj : j = 0,+− 1, ...
}
represent the weights of the ideal band-pass filter. The BK optimal
weights have a few interesting features. First, they only depend on the weights of the ideal band-
pass filter and on the nonnegative integer K that truncates the moving average. This indicates
that the BK approximate filter also satisfies the sixth criterion, i.e., easy implementation. Second,
the BK weights just differ from the ideal weights by a standardization factor λ4π that corrects
the latter weights to ensure trend removal from the original series.
6For details see for example Everts (2006).
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2.1.2 The Christiano and Fitzgerald approximation
Baxter and King’s approximation to the filter that ideally isolates business cycle fluctuations
has two important flaws; first it is unsuitable for real-time analysis and second does not take
into account the true DGP. The approximate filter proposed by Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003)
surmounts both limitations by defining the solution as a function of all available data points and
using the spectrum of the series to be filtered as a weighting function of the approximation errors.
However, their approach is not a complete novelty in the literature. Geweke (1978) and Pierce
(1980) have presented the time domain solution to the same problem analyzed in Christiano
and Fitzgerald (2003) but in the context of seasonal adjustment. It is shown that the best
approximation to the filter is equivalent to apply the ideal filter to the series of interest, but with
the particularity that this series is extended with optimal backcasts and forecast when data points
are not available. The solution proposed by Geweke (1978) allows for the inclusion of multivariate
information but does not deal with unit root processes whereas Pierce (1980) deals with unit
roots but only in a univariate context. So, Christiano and Fiztgerald’s (2003) contribution is the
derivation of the solution to the problem of extracting business cycle fluctuations in real-time in
a frequency domain perspective.
They start by assuming a time series decomposition as in equation (2) and set their approx-
imate filter as the solution to T (sample length) projection problems defined as follows
x̂t = P (xt/=T ) , t = 1, 2, ..., T





cftjyt−j = CFt(L)yt, t = 1, 2, ..., T
where f = T − t, p = t − 1, {cftj : j = −f, ..., p} are the p + f + 1 weights of Christiano and
Fitzgerald’s optimal filter (CF filter) and CFt(L) =
∑p
j=−f cftjL
j . Note that at time t = T ,
f = 0 and x̂T =
∑p
j=0 cfjyT−j , which means that we have a one-sided filter at the end of the
sample and thus feasible to be used in real time analysis. Moreover, since the researchers omit
the symmetry assumption of the weights, the CF optimal filter will not have trend elimination
properties and so before its application all trends must be removed from the series to be filtered.
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∣∣B (e−iω)− CF (e−iω)
∣∣2 Sy(ω)dω
where B (z) =
∑∞
j=−∞ bjz





j is the frequency response function of the optimal filter and Sy(w) is the spectrum
of yt. In contrast with the BK objective function, the errors between the ideal filter and the
optimal filter are penalized by the spectrum of yt which implies that the loss function will
explicitly depend on the choice of the time series representation. Furthermore, because the
weights vary over time the optimization problem must be solved for each sample observation in
order to get the T sets of weights needed to extract the desired component.
Christiano and Fitzgerald’s MSE filter is derived and analyzed in detail in the working paper
version of Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) for two types of processes. Following their notation
let
yt = yt−1 + θ(L)εt
where εt is a zero mean white noise process with E(ε2t ) = 1 and θ(L) = θ0+θ1L+θ2L2+...+θqLq,
a finite q order lag polynomial. When θ(1) = 0, yt is a zero mean covariance stationary process
modeled as
yt = yt−1 + θ(L)εt ⇔ yt = θ(L)1− Lεt ⇔ yt = θ̃(L)εt
with θ̃(L) a (q − 1) lag polynomial. When θ(1) 6= 0, yt is a unit root process, i.e., difference
stationary. Finally, if θ(1) 6= 0 and θ(L) = 1, yt is a random walk process
yt = yt−1 + εt.















(1− e−iω) (1− eiω) , − π ≤ ω ≤ π








. Thus c−τ = cτ ,
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∀τ and cτ = 0 for τ > q, reflecting that
[
c0 c1 ... cq
]
are constants that follow from the
covariance function of θ(L)εt.
In the non-stationary case we have to ensure that the filtered series is covariance stationary
















p−1 + ... + cf∗−fL
−f . Through the method of indeter-




cfk, j = p− 1, ...,−f
or in matrix form














−1 0 · · · 0 0






















7If L = 1 is a root of the lag polynomial CF (L) then the latter can be factorize as
CF (L) = (1− L)CF ∗(L) ⇔ CF ∗(L) = CF (L)
(1− L)






p−1 + ... + cf∗−f L
−f .
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∗(e−iω)g(e−iω)eiωjdω, j = p− 1, ...,−f
CF (1) = cfp + ... + cf−f = 0
Christiano and Fitzgerald solve this problem by replacing the first p + f conditions by a
system of linear equations in cfj , j = p, . . . ,−f such as
R(j)−R(j − 1) = S(j)− S(j − 1), j = p− 1, . . . ,−f + 1 (10)







g(e−iω)eiωjdω and S(j) =
∫ π
−π CF
∗(e−iω)g(e−iω)eiωjdω for j =
p− 1, . . . ,−f . The left side of equation (10) equals

































∣∣B (e−iω)− CF (e−iω)∣∣2 g(e
−iω)





























for j = p − 1, . . . ,−f + 1 and where {bj} are the ideal weights as in equation (4). While, the
right side of equation (10) equals








2π · cfj · θ20 , if q = 0
2π ·Aj · cf , if q > 0
for j = p − 1, . . . ,−f + 1 and where {cfj} are the optimal weights, cf is a (p + f + 1) column
vector cf =
[
cfp · · · cf0 · · · cf−f
]′
and Aj is a (p + f + 1) row vector that involves the










g(e−iω)dω = 2π · F ·Q · cf = 2π ·A−f · cf
where F is a (p + f) row vector F =
[
0 · · · 0 cq cq−1 · · · c0
]
while Q and cf mantain
the same definitions as above.
At last, the (p + f + 1) optimal weights for the non-stationary case are obtained by solving
the following linear system























































For the stationary case we drop the constraint imposed over the zero frequency of the fre-
quency response function. So, only small adjustments are done to adapt the linear system to the
stationary case. In detail, the last two rows of A are replaced by Ap and A−f , respectively, and






g(e−iω)eiωldω for l = p and −f .
Finally, assuming that yt is a random walk process means solving the optimization problem
9For further details on this row vectors see the working paper version of Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003).
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for the non-stationary case setting q = 0 and θ0 = 1. These assumptions imply






















From this minimization problem we get a closed form expression for the optimal weights








k=0 bk , j = p




k=j+1 bk , j = −f
, t = 1, ..., T
where p = t − 1, f = T − 1 and {bj} stands for the weights of the ideal band-pass filter given
in equation (4). It is worth noting that most optimal weights are equal to the ideal weights and
that only the highest order terms are adjusted to ensure the stationarity of the filtered series.
This particular filter is known in the literature as the optimal random walk filter. The random
walk filter is a symmetric filter when p = f . First note that cfj = bj for j = p− 1, ..., 1− p and
that the ideal weights are symmetric. Secondly, it is easily proven that cfp = cf−p replacing j
by p and −p in the expressions above. For p = f and p fixed we have









 , j = 0,+− 1, ...,+− p
which amounts to the Baxter and King optimal weights. Based on the filter weights of the random
walk case, solutions to time series representations close to random walk are easily handled. For
instance, in an i.i.d. case we have Sy(w) = 1 which means that we are in the BK case without
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constraints (assuming p = f and p fix) and so the optimal weights are just a truncated version of
the ideal weights. A near i.i.d. case corresponds to the BK case when we impose the stationarity
condition of the filtered series. In this case the optimal weights are the ideal weights truncated
and adjusted by a constant in order to verify BK (1) = 0 and bkj = bk−j ∀j.
Although the CF filter is made optimal according to the DGP, Christiano and Fitzgerald
concluded that the pure random walk filter is nearly optimal even if the random walk process
is not the true time series representation. A reason that can justified this result is the fact that
many of the U.S. time series exhibit what is called a typical Granger spectral shape, in other
words most series exhibit a low dominating spectrum. Nevertheless, gains are always achieved
by using the true time series model in the optimization problem but they can be rather small
when compared with the effort needed to run a model choice procedure or to implement the
optimal procedure with the true DGP. Finally, they also stress that important efficiency gains
are attained using all information available at each time t.
2.1.3 The Multivariate approximation
For the same frequency extraction problem of Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003), Valle e Azevedo
(2007) has developed a multivariate approximation. Basically, he expands the CF univariate so-
lution adding an arbitrary number of covariates to the solution. The idea is that those additional
covariates will help to improve the estimate of the desired frequency component, in particular at
the endpoints where the estimates are frequently poor.
Again, assume a decomposition for yt as in equation (2) and therefore the filter that perfectly
isolates the components of yt in the [2π/wu, 2π/wl] interval of periodicities will be the, already
discussed, ideal band-pass filter. The problem amounts to obtaining an approximation to such
filter since it requires an infinite amount of data. Similarly to the solution of Christiano and
Fitzgerald, Valle e Azevedo defines an approximation as a weighted sum of past and future
values of the series of interest but adds a weighted sum of past and future values of n covariance
stationary variables, z1, ..., zn. This approach allows to exploit information from other variables















where p denotes the number of past observations, f the number of future observations used from
the available information set at each time t and{
B̂j ; R̂s,j : j = −f, . . . , p; s = 1, . . . , n
}
are the (n + 1) × (p + f + 1) weights of the optimal
multivariate filter. Such weights are chosen in such a way that the minimum MSE estimate of



















)− B̂ (e−iω) −R̂1
(
e−iω








j , B̂ (z) =
∑p
j=−f B̂jz
j , R̂s (z) =
∑p
j=−f R̂jz
j for s = 1, . . . , n and Sy,z1,...,zn(w)
denotes the (n + 1)× (n + 1) spectral matrix of the vector process
[
y z1 · · · zn
]′
.
The solution to this multivariate optimization problem is derived in Valle e Azevedo (2007)
assuming a M finite order moving average (MA(M)) representation for the vector process, as in






Γ(k)e−iωk, − π ≤ ω ≤ π





iωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, ...
Hence, the spectrum of the filtered series Mt =
∑∞
j=−∞HjWt−j is
SM (ω) = H(e
−iω)SW(ω)H′(eiω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π
Note that it generalizes the univariate case. Suppose that Wt is a univariate covariance stationary process then
SM (ω) = H(e
−iω)SW (ω)H′(eiω) =
= H(e−iω)H(eiω)SW (ω) =
=
∣∣H(e−iω)∣∣2 SW (ω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π
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Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003). Nonetheless, the case of non-stationarity of the series to be
filtered is also handled. If yt is a unit-root process then to ensure stationarity of the filtered
series the previous problem is constrained with

















)− b (e−iω) −R̂1
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B̄ (z) = B (z) /(1 − z) and S∆y,z1,...,zn(ω) is the spectrum of the vector process[
∆y z1 · · · zn
]′
.
Define Wj as a (n + 1) column vector
[
bj R̂1,j · · · R̂n,j
]′











































∂λ = 0 ⇔ B̂ (1) = 0
for j = p− 1, . . . ,−f .
Following the strategy of Christiano and Fitzgerald the (n + 1) × (p + f) first equations of








dω, j = p− 1, ...,−f
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then













for j = p− 1, ...,−f + 1. The Sj are then obtained recursively by
Sj = Sj−1 + Vj , j = p− 1, ...,−f + 1.









































Qzn∆y,j Qznz1,j · · · Qzn,j


11 and Ŵ =
[
B̂ R1 · · · Rn
]′
a column vector
with all weights stacked.
Finally, only n + 1 conditions that correspond to the case j = p are missing. The weights{
R̂1,p; ...; R̂n,p
}
are obtained from S̃p = Q̃pŴ , where S̃p equals Sp but with the first row deleted
and Q̃p equals Qp with the first row deleted. The final equation is given by the restriction impose
at the beginning, B̂ (1) = 0, which gives B̂p.
So, the optimal weights Ŵ solve a linear system with (n + 1)× (p + f + 1) equations
V = QŴ ⇔ Ŵ = Q−1V (13)





















1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0
]
.
To accommodate the case in which all data points are used, one just sets p = t−1 and f = T−t
and solves the linear system in equation (13) T times, like in Christiano and Fitzgerald. In the
stationary case no restriction is imposed and some adjustments are done to the V and Q matrices
V = QŴ ⇔ Ŵ = Q−1V
with V =
[




Q−f · · · Qp−1 Qp
]′
and the spectrum is from
Sy,z1,...,zn(w) because now it is implied that yt is a covariance stationary process. The optimal
weights, i.e., the solution of the optimization problem depends (a) on the second order moments
of
[




y, z1, ..., zn
]
, due to the presence of the spectrum in the objective function
and (b) on the ideal weights as given in equation (4). Moreover, this filter does not remove
stochastic or deterministic trends due to the asymmetrical weights.
As pointed out in the context of Christiano and Fitzgerard’s filter, this type of solution cannot
be seen as completely new in the literature given the studies of Geweke (1978) and Pierce (1980).
But this particular approach has an important contribution since it gives the extension to the
multivariate case of the solution obtained when filtering a unit root process.
2.1.4 The Hodrick and Prescott filter
In order to analyze the cyclical component of some macroeconomic variables, Hodrick and
Prescott (1980, 1997) developed a detrending method based on the idea that a time series is
the sum of two unobservable and uncorrelated components:
yt = gt + ct, t = 1, ..., T (14)
where T is the sample size, gt denotes a growth component, related to the long run movements of
the series yt, and ct denotes a cyclical plus irregular component, defined as the deviations around
the former component. So, given an estimate of the trend the so called cyclical fluctuation is







(yt − gt)2 + λ
T−1∑
t=2
[(gt+1 − gt)− (gt − gt−1)]2 . (15)
Since the average of the deviations from the trend is expected to be near zero for long time
periods, the first term of the objective function sums the squares of those deviations. The second





L denotes the lag operator, which gives the variability of the growth component (trend growth
rate). Hodrick and Prescott state that this measures the smoothness of the long run component,
expected to evolve smoothly over time, and thus penalize this term by a positive number λ,
known as the smoothness parameter. The larger λ is the smoother is the growth component.
If λ = 0 then the first term of the objective function in equation (15) has to be zero in order
to minimize the function. As a result, the growth component equals the original series and the
cyclical movements do not exist. In the limit, when λ = ∞, we have perfect smoothing, the
growth component is simply a linear trend, and we obtain the maximum cyclical fluctuations.
The smoothing parameter is not determined by optimization but derived in Hodrick and Prescott
(1980, 1997) from a probability model. They show that if the cycle component and the second
difference of the trend are zero mean i.i.d. normally distributed variables then the parameter
equals the variance of the business cycle component divided by the variance of the acceleration in
the trend component, λ
1
2 = σc/σ∆2g. From this formula results the standard value λ = 1600 for
quarterly data. For other data frequencies some correction has to be done due to alterations in
the variability of the series. Adjustment rules have been suggested by Backus and Kehoe (1992),
Correia et al. (1992), Cooley and Ohanian (1991) and Ravn and Uhlig (2001). Alternatively, in
the working paper version of Canova (1998) the smoothing parameter is understood as a signal
extraction coefficient and is estimated by maximum likelihood. Also, Harvey and Jaeger (1993)
attempt to estimate the parameter using maximum likelihood methods.
The FOC’s from equation (15) are
− 2 (yt − gt) + 2λ [(gt − gt−1)− (gt−1 − gt−2)]− 4λ [(gt+1 − gt)− (gt − gt−1)]
+ 2λ [(gt+2 − gt+1)− (gt+1 − gt)] = 0, t = 1, . . . , T (16)
Since, in equation (16) there are forward and backward differences, we can rewrite the FOC’s
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using the backshift and forwardshift operator, Lj and L−j , respectively, i.e.,
yt =
[
λ(1− L)2(1− L−1)2 + 1] gt ⇔
⇔ gt = 11 + λ(1− L)2(1− L−1)2 yt ⇔
⇔ gt = G(L)yt, t = 1, . . . , T
Thus, the growth component is obtained from the original series by applying a linear filter to
the raw data. The filter G(L) is known as the HP growth filter and essentially consists in a low
pass filter since it aims to extract only the long run movements associated to low frequencies.
Straightforwardly, the HP cyclical filter is obtained as,
ct = yt − gt = [1−G(L)] yt = C(L)yt
where C(L) =
[
λ(1− L)2(1− L−1)2] / [1 + λ(1− L)2(1− L−1)2]. The C(L) filter is a high pass
filter that renders stationary any integrated process up to fourth order and that induces no phase
shift due to symmetry.
Unlike the discussed optimal filters, the growth or cyclical HP filter is not presented, in the
original framework, as an optimal solution to a frequency extraction problem. But, King and
Rebelo (1993), section 4, show that for an infinite sample and a particular class of models the
HP cyclical filter is the optimal approximation, in the MSE sense, to an ideal high pass filter.
Due to this interpretation and the broadly use of the HP method for detrending time series, it is
common practice to use this filtering technique as a benchmark when evaluating the performance
of alternative procedures (see Baxter and King, 1999, Christiano and Fitzgerald, 2003 or Valle e
Azevedo, 2007).
Assuming that the weights are square summable there is a valid Fourier transform of the
cyclical HP filter. King and Rebelo (1993) showed that the transfer function12 is given by
C(w) =
4λ [1− cos(w)]2
1 + 4λ [1− cos(w)]2 , − π ≤ w ≤ π.
Hence, the frequency domain approach stresses the trend elimination properties of the filter
because zero weight is placed on the zero frequency, C(0) = 0, and the fact that it does not
12Since de cyclical HP filter is symmetric the transfer function equals the frequency response function.
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reweight the high frequencies since almost unit weight is placed on those frequencies.
This tool gained popularity given its use in the context of Real Business Cycle (RBC) models.
In this context, the HP filter is used in a preliminary step to eliminate the trend component of
several variables. The choice of the HP filter as a detrending method follows from its flexibility
to incorporate (through the smoothness parameter) the researchers’ preferences regarding the
path of the trend.
2.2 Comparison
In this subsection we examine the limitations of the discussed approximate filters and simultane-
ously document their differences and similarities. This exercise is important to establish which
filters may be used to construct a real time indicator (our main objective). We will focus our
analysis on the filters that aim to approximate business cycle fluctuations, simply because these
were the kind of filters that we discussed in more detail in the previous subsections. However,
most of the conclusions are also valid for smooth growth approximate filters.
The HP and BK approximations are optimal in MSE sense under a particular set of conditions,
hardly met in our particular application to GDP series. In the case of the HP filter such conditions
imply assuming that the trend of a time series is integrated of order two and that the cyclical
fluctuations follow a white noise process. In the case of the BK filter the implicit assumption
considers that the time series to be filtered follows an i.i.d. process.
Harvey and Jaeger (1993), Cogley and Nason (1995) and Guay and St-Amant (1997) state
that these filters, or to be rigorous the HP filter, will perform adequately when the spectrum
of the original series has a peak at business cycle frequencies and will perform poorly when the
spectrum is dominated by low frequencies (typical Granger shape). The idea follows from the
fact that when filtering integrated or highly persistent (but stationary) processes it is common
to detect a peak in the spectrum of the filtered series at the lowest frequency of the band of
interest. These researchers take this as evidence of spurious cycles and alert to the danger of
obtaining misleading conclusions when applying a band-pass filter to such processes. However,
that is not true as argued by Pedersen (2001) and Valle e Azevedo (2007). They show that we
can interpret the effects of filtering integrated time series in the same way as we do for stationary
processes. So, the peak arises just because we cut a (pseudo-) spectrum that has most of its
power around the zero frequency. The variance of the cycle component will consequently be
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concentrated around the lowest frequency and no spurious cycles are in fact induced by applying
these filters to integrated time series. Intuitively, if the spectrum of a time series is dominated
by low frequencies then it is hard to identify the business cycle fluctuations in the original series.
Automatically the peaks in the spectrum of the filtered series are interpreted as distorted cycles
when in fact they represent fluctuations that are definitely present in the time series.
Secondly, the HP filter is mainly a detrending method and less orientated to the measurement
of business cycle fluctuations given the adopted definition. The so-called cyclical component of
Hodrick and Prescott is obtained from the difference between the observed time series and the
estimated growth component. Thus, unlike all the other business cycle approximation filters,
discussed in the previous subsections, the noise component connected to very high frequencies is
not removed but absorbed by the cyclical component. This might explain why in figure 2 panel
A the HP approximation to business cycle fluctuations of real GDP is more ragged than the
alternative approximations.
Figure 2: Approximations to the business cycle fluctuations of U.S. real GDP using alternative filtering
techniques.
















HP λ = 1600
BK K=12






















In fact the extracted components are not directly comparable because we are extracting different
types of information from the data. This reveals that the definition of business cycle fluctuations
is arbitrary and can be model-dependent. Moreover, if the HP cyclical filter retains both medium
and high frequencies from a time series then it is expected to better approximate an ideal high
pass filter than an ideal band-pass filter. Figures 3 (panel B) and 4 show that it is in fact the
case. For the standard value of λ = 1600 the HP cyclical filter contains minor problems of leakage
and compression and so is considered as a good approximation to the high pass filter with cutoff
frequency ω = 2π32 . Instead, the trend filter will retain only the long periodicities, suggesting a
good approximation to an ideal low pass filter as revealed by figure 3 panel A.
Figure 3: Panel A. Gain function of the ideal low pass filter that retains cycles of length lower than 32
quarters against the gain function of the Hodrick and Prescott growth filter with λ = 1600; Panel B. Gain
function of the ideal high pass filter that retains cycles of length higher than 32 quarters against the gain
function of the Hodrick and Prescott cyclical filter with λ = 1600.





































































Figure 4: Gain function of the ideal band-pass filter passing frequencies in the range 2π
32
≤ |ω| ≤ 2π
6
against the gain function of the Hodrick and Prescott cyclical filter with λ = 1600 and the Baxter and
King filter truncated at lag and lead 12.




















HP λ = 1600
BK k=12
The band-pass approximation suggested by Baxter and King mainly depends on the value K
(the maximum lag length of the MA filter). Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the effect of changes in
the truncation of the infinite order MA filter on the gain function of the optimal filter and on
the filtered series, respectively. The panels of the first figure show that the problems of leakage,
outside the specified range of periodicities, and of both exacerbation and compression, within
the specified range, tend to become less severe as the maximum lag length gets larger. In fact,
the oscillations around the ideal value of the gain function, between the cutoff frequencies, seem
to shrink as K increases. So, the BK filter is a reasonable approximation to the band-pass filter
when the value of K is sufficiently large. The definition of sufficiently large depends on the
sampling frequency and on the data properties. Furthermore, figure 6 shows that the shape of
the approximations is not significantly affected by the different values of K while the size of the
deviations from the trend seems to increase, until a threshold, as K gets larger.
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Figure 5: Gain function of the ideal band-pass filter passing frequencies in the range 2π
32
≤ |ω| ≤ 2π
6
against
the gain function of the Baxter and King filter for K = 5, 10, 15, 20.






































For a final comparison between the HP and BK filters’ gains we analyse figure 4 that displays
the gain function of the ideal band-pass filter with ωl = 2π32 and ωh =
2π
6 as cutoff frequencies
against the gain functions of the HP cyclical filter with λ = 1600 and of the BK filter with
K = 12. Given the previous discussion it is not surprising that the BK gain function resembles
more the ideal gain function than the HP gain function outside the specified frequency band. For
periodicities of more than 6 quarters the HP gain substantially deviates from the ideal gain, but
for periodicities lower than 32 quarters the problems of leakage are of the same size as those of
the BK filter. Nevertheless, any weightning of undesirable frequencies, even if minor as seems to
be the case, may lead to distortions of the true cycle. Within the specified range of periodicities,
the HP gain exhibits a small problem of compression near the inferior cutoff frequency while
the BK gain varies considerable, above and below the ideal value of 1. This investigation of
the HP and BK gain functions values to comprehend their sensibility to the values of λ and K,
respectively.
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Figure 6: Approximation to the business cycle fluctuations of U.S. real GDP using the Baxter and King
approximate filter with lag lengths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 quarters.



















Thirdly, several studies document that the smoothing parameter present in the HP filter
should fit the data in terms of frequency and intrinsic properties, but theory provides little
guidance as to what this value should be. Thus, in applied work the degree of smoothness is
simply a matter of choice subject therefore to individual judgements. An inadequate choice
of λ may lead to attribute variability to the cyclical component that in fact is part of the
trend component. A similar caveat arises in the context of the BK optimal filter given the
requirement of a prior choice of the K value (and also of the frequency band of interest). Evidently
that increasing K enhances the approximation to the ideal filter but also implies loosing more
observations at both endpoints of the sample. As before, there is no good rule for setting K but
the advice is obvious: weight the trade off from the opposing factors when setting the truncation
point of the infinite order MA filter. From simulation results, Baxter and King (1999) suggest,
as guideline, that researchers use moving averages based on three years of past data and three
years of future data, as well as the current observation, for quarterly and annual U.S. data.
Finally, the BK filtering procedure implies, as already mentioned, loosing a total of 2K
observations, where K is the maximum length of the finite MA filter. As a result, the BK
filter cannot be used for real time analysis. Even so, some ideas appear in the literature to
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overcome this particular limitation. Van Norden (2004) suggested without much success to use
BK filter for the full sample length replacing by zero the missing observations. While Stock and
Watson (1998) suggested to expand the sample with K forecasts and K backcasts generated from
a suitable time series model. Moreover, this feature of the BK approximations may suggest that
the HP approximations might be preferred over the first because the HP filter generates estimates
for both components at the beginning and end of the sample. The finite version of the HP filter
in time domain representation, derived in Hodrick and Prescott (1997), shows that the cyclical
component at each moment t can be obtained through a linear filter with time-varying weights
involving all available data points. The problem, is that the first and last filtered observations
have very poor properties given the one-sided nature of the applied filter, as documented in
Baxter and King (1999) and others. But this difficulty is shared with all methods that aim
at obtaining estimates at the endpoints. In the analysis of HP filtered series typically some
observations are disregarded but in that case we stay in the same situation of Baxter and King,
no available real-time estimates.
Alternatives to the approaches discussed so far are the CF filter and the multivariate filter.
Unlike HP and BK filters, these filters are made optimal according to the DGP. This implies
different spectra in the objective function for each particular case. Nevertheless, the BK opti-
mization problem is a special case of the CF optimization problem, and in turn the last is a
special case of the multivariate filter. To obtain the CF filter from the multivariate problem the
second term in the right side of equation (12) is dropped. So, the main difference between the
two filters is that the multivariate method exploits additional information from a wide set of
variables in order to get a more accurate estimate of the desired component, in particular at the
endpoints. Theoretically, as Valle e Azevedo (2007) states better estimates will be obtained by
applying the multivariate filter if the true second order moments were known. Since they have
to be replaced by estimates it is not clear what happens.
Secondly, the CF and multivariate approximations are flexible enough to easily handle the
use of all available data points at each time t by setting p = t−1 and f = T − t. In that case the
optimal weights will vary over time allowing assessment of the characteristics of the estimated
signal in real time. But on the other hand, this introduces instability in the estimates of the
endpoints, which will vary every time new data becomes available just like the HP estimates.
Moreover, a different amount of output data results from the application of the BK method
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and the CF or multivariate filter. The first only computes approximations at the middle of the
sample while the latter computes approximations for all data points.
At last, the asymmetry of the CF and of the multivariate weights implies that both methods
do not have trend elimination properties and may induce phase shifts. The removal of the trend
from the original series before applying the filter might be seen as a another drawback if it is
unclear whether a stochastic or determinist trend is present in the time series. Nevertheless,
we argue that it is a minor problem when compared with the possible time displacement of the
components. Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) argue however that “the degree of asymmetry and
non-stationarity in the optimally filtered data is quantitatively small”.
The multivariate approach, in particular, has also a few more pitfalls. First, it requires
data other than the series of interest. Such task combined with the need to run a variable choice
procedure can be cumbersome in most applications, given the extra work. Secondly, the addition
of a new variable to the covariate set implies the estimation of more p+f +1 parameters in each
iteration and more than doubles the number of necessary estimates of second order moments.
All methods have their limitations but whether they are relevant in a specific case is an
empirical question. Nevertheless, these filters have been applied to real data. The HP filter
is commonly used as detrending method in real business cycle models while the BK filter has
being applied mainly to confirm stylized facts. Important references include Baxter (1994), King,
Stock and Watson (1995) and Cecchetti and Kashyap (1995) which study the relation among
variables at different periodicities. Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) provided an application of
their approximate band-pass filter to investigate the correlation between M2 money growth and
CPI inflation for U.S. data at different frequency bands. Finally, the multivariate filter is a very
recent method and therefore little as been done regarding real data applications. In fact this will
be one of the contributions of this work. Nevertheless, Valle e Azevedo (2007) illustrated the use
of this approach to extract the business cycle component of GDP time series based on a set of
other variables.
Regardless of the extensive application of the HP and BK filters in the measurement of trends
and cycles we will only analyze the performance of the CF optimal filter and of the multivariate
filter as real-time indicators. This choice is supported by three main conclusions; first the BK
filter is useless for real-time analysis, second the HP filter may not extract from the data exactly
the same kind of information that we desire and third empirical evidence shows that the CF filter
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and the multivariate filter perform better than the alternatives (see Christiano and Fitzgerald,
2003 and Valle e Azevedo, 2007).
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3 Estimation of moments and factor models
Before turning to the empirical application we discuss a few technical details related to the
implementation of the filters. Specifically, we discuss spectrum estimators and factor models.
3.1 Estimation of second order moments
The optimal solutions of Christiano and Fitzgerald and Valle e Azevedo exploit the second order
properties (or the spectrum) of ∆yt in the first case and of the vector (∆yt, z1t, . . . , znt)′ in the
second case13. In practice this and other population moments are unknown and need to be
estimated. For this purpose, two different estimation methods14 are suggested.

























where we choose κ(k, T ) to be the Bartlett lag window for which




1− |k|M(T )+1 if |k| ≤ M(T )
0 if |k| > M(T )
with M(T ) < T













(∆yt, z1t, . . . , znt)′(∆yt−k, z1t−k, . . . , znt−k) k = 0, 1, . . . , M(T )
assuming that the series are demeaned and M(T ) is a truncation point that determines the
13We use ∆yt instead of yt to make clear that we define the spectrum of a covariance stationary process.
14A brief overview on spectrum estimators and related topics is provided in Appendix A.
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point at which the sample covariance function is ignored. This function of the sample size
ensures the consistency of the estimator if M(T ) tends to infinity slower than T does, so that
M(T )
T → 0 as T →∞. Details on the interpretation and how to choose this value are provided in
Appendix A. To obtain the optimal weights we just have to replace in the corresponding linear
system (univariate or multivariate) the parameter M by M(T ) and the population moments by
the weighted sample covariance estimates.
The necessary moments can also be obtained parametrically. To this effect we follow Priestley
(1981) and, in particular, the work of Den Haan and Levin (1996, 2000), but with a different
objective. We use their method to obtain a parametric estimate of the true covariance function at
various lags while they aim to obtain a heterocedastic autocorrelation consistent estimate of the
variance-covariance matrix. In the case of the univariate filter we start by fitting an autoregressive
(AR) model to ∆yt and in the case of the multivariate filter by fitting a seemingly unrelated
regression-vector autoregressive (SUR-VAR) model to (∆yt, z1t, . . . , znt)′. Furthermore, we allow
each equation of the SUR-VAR model to have a different lag structure across groups of variables,
in detail, we set that the dependent variable of an equation will have hs1 lags while the remaining
group of n variables will have hs2 lags with s = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1. The procedure to choose hs1 and
hs2 is as follows: for every combination of lag orders (hs1, hs2), with hs1, hs2 = 1, 2, . . . , H and H
the maximum lag length, we estimate each equation by ordinary least squares (OLS) using only
the observations from H + 1 to T of the sample to ensure the comparability of the results; next
for each pair of lags we compute the values of the AIC and BIC criterion and select the optimal
combination of lag orders (h∗s1, h
∗
s2) for each equation minimizing the information criteria. Given
the optimal lag structures, we then use a SUR method to gain efficiency in parameter estimates,
as suggested by Den Haan and Levin (2000). With the lag polynomial of the AR model (a(L))
or the lag polynomial of the SUR-VAR model (A(L)) estimated we compute the residuals (ε̂)
















tε̂t−k for k = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1
Γ̂ε̂(−k)′ for k = −1,−2, . . . ,−(T − 1)
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Thereafter, we use this result to derive an estimate of the covariance function of the original




with z taken to be a complex scalar and Gε(z) =
∑∞
j=−∞ γε(j)z




the autocovariance generating function of the process εt. The consistency of the estimator is
guaranted if the sample covariance function implied by the chosen parametric model resembles
the true covariance function. As before, to solve the linear system and obtain the optimal weights
we replace the theoretical moments by the parametric estimates.
This kind of framework to obtain spectrum estimates is also regarded as a prewhitening
technique in the sense that the fitted parametric model acts as a filter whose output is expected
to be nearly white noise. It is widely documented that spectra with very sharp peaks, like those
from highly persistent processes, are not easy to estimate while flat spectra, as the ones from
the white noise processes, are easier to estimate. So, instead of directly estimate the spectrum,
Press and Tukey (1956) suggest to adjust an AR or VAR model to the data, with the objective
of flattening the spectrum, and use the estimated spectrum of the residuals model, which by
assumption are nearly white, to obtain an estimate for the spectrum of the original process.
This is exactly our approach which means we are prewhitening the process ∆yt in the univariate
case and the vector process (∆yt, z1t, . . . , znt)′ in the multivariate case.
Each estimation method has its advantages but it is relevant to notice that if we consider a
large number of covariates in the multivariate approximation it will be complicated to estimate
a VAR model due to the huge number of unknown parameters to be estimated with a finite




Several recent studies give special attention to factor models and this sudden interest is connected
with the need to exploit information concentrated in large panels of data. These models describe
observable variables as a linear combination of unobservable variables, known as factors, plus an
idiosyncratic error. Their ability to combine the variables variation into a few number of factors
reduces the dimensionality problem. Exploiting this advantage we will use factor estimates as
covariates in the multivariate approximation.
Assume that X = [xit]i=1,...,N ; t=1,...,T denotes a matrix of T observations of N different
demeaned covariance stationary time series. In the classic or strict model each element of X can
be modeled as
xit = λi1F1t + λi2F2t + ... + λr1Frt + ηit (17)
= λiFt + ηit = χit + ηit
or in vector notation as
xt = ΛFt + ηt t = 1, ..., T
where λi =
[
λi1 λi2 · · · λir
]
is a row vector of factor loadings with λij the loading of
the jth factor for the ith variable, Λ is an (N × r) matrix of loadings with rows equal to
λi, Ft =
[
F1t F2t · · · Frt
]′
is a column vector of r serially uncorrelated factors and ηt =[
η1t η2t · · · ηNt
]′
a column vector of N unobservable variable-specific errors assumed to be
serially and cross-sectionally uncorrelated. Moreover, E [Ftη′t] = 0 which means that factors and
idiosyncratic errors are mutually orthogonal.
The model in equation (17) decomposes the variables variation into two components. The
first term is referred to as common component (χit) and is driven by a small number, r, of
factors while the second term is referred to as idiosyncratic component (ηit). Furthermore, the
classic factor model is a static model because the association between factors and variables is
only contemporaneous.
In an economic context some of the assumptions made in the classic model are unrealistic,
namely those over the idiosyncratic errors. Hence, Chamberlain (1983) and Chamberlain and
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Rothschild (1983) introduced a static factor model which allows for some degree of serial corre-
lation of the idiosyncratic errors. Several years later, Stock and Watson (2002a, 2002b) specified
a factor model with serial and cross correlated idiosyncratic errors. Both models are known as
approximate factor models due to the assumptions over the idiosyncratic disturbances. Precisely,
xt = ΛFt + et t = 1, ..., T
with E [FtF′t] = ΣF a diagonal matrix, E [e
′
tet−k] = γe(k), E [eitejt] = τij,t and E [Fte
′
t] = 0.
Sargent and Sims (1977) and Geweke (1977) reinvented the classic factor model in another
perspective (exact factor model). In their version of the model the factors are loaded using a lag
structure as follows
xit = bi1 (L) f1t + bi2 (L) f2t + ... + biq (L) fqt + υit
= bi (L) ft + υit
or in vector notation
xt = B(L)ft + υt t = 1, ..., T
where bi (L) =
[
bi1 (L) bi2 (L) · · · biq (L)
]




k for j = 1, ..., q, ft =
[
f1t f2t · · · fqt
]′
is a column vector of q common
shocks and υt =
[
υ1t υ2t · · · υNt
]′
is a vector of N idiosyncratic terms cross and serial
uncorrelated. Moreover, B(L) = [bij (L)]i=1,...,N ;j=1...,q is a (N × q) matrix of factor loadings and
as before the common component is assumed to be orthogonal to the idiosyncratic component.
Finally, Forni and Lippi (2001) and Forni et al. (2000, 2004) suggested a model (approximate
dynamic factor model) that conveys all model versions discussed so far. Suggestively, they call
it generalized dynamic factor model which in vector notation is given by
xt = B(L)ft + ξt t = 1, ..., T
where xt =
[
x1t x2t · · · xNt
]′
is a column of N variables,




for j = 1, ..., q with square summable coefficients, ft =
[
f1t f2t · · · fqt
]′
is a white noise vec-
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tor of q common orthogonal shocks with E [ft] = 0 and E [f ′tft] = 1 and ξt =
[
ξ1t ξ2t · · · ξNt
]′
is a column vector of nonorthogonal idiosyncratic terms. Further, ξit⊥fjt−u for any j = 1, 2, ..., q
and u ∈ Z meaning that the two components are mutually orthogonal at all leads and lags.
Following Stock and Watson (2002a, 2002b) and Forni et al. (2005) (restricted factor model),
if the lag polynomials bij (L) for i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., q have a finite s order we have what






















f1t f2t · · · fqt
]′
and r = q(s + 1). Then,











k, C = [cij ]i=1,2,...,N ; j=1,2,...,r is a (N × r) matrix of loadings and Ft and ft are
column vectors of factors. Thus, we obtain a static representation by appending the lagged
factors as additional static factors. To distinguish the factors of the static representation from
the factors of the dynamic representation we call the factors Fjt static factors and the factors flt
dynamic factors.
3.2.2 Estimation of the factors
The static factors reflect unobservable variables and therefore have to be estimated from the
panel data set. In the factor model literature several estimation procedures have been proposed,
however we will only focus on two recent non-parametric approaches.
Stock and Watson (2002b) discuss factor estimation in an approximate static factor model
with serial and cross correlated idiosyncratic errors and prove that the estimation of the static
factors by principal components (PC) is a consistent estimation procedure if N and T both tend
to infinity. Moreover, Bai (2003) establishes the asymptotic normality of the Stock and Watson
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estimator adding some other technical assumptions to the static approximate model. A principal
component is a linear combination of the variables in the panel with coefficients given by the
eigenvector of the sample variance-covariance matrix. Denote F̂SWt as the Stock and Watson
estimator of the static factors Ft, then
F̂SWt =
[




Ŝ1xt Ŝ2xt · · · Ŝrxt
]′










where Ŝ is a (N × r) matrix, whose columns are the eigenvectors of the r largest eigenvalues




t. The matrix Ŝ is referred to as
the PC estimator of the factor loadings and F̂SW as the PC estimator of the static common
factors. Notice that PC are organized by descending order of the eigenvalues meaning that the
first estimated factor corresponds to the eigenvector with the maximal eigenvalue.





s.t. aja′j = 1
ajΓ̂x(0)a′k = 0 j < k; j = 1, 2, . . . , r
where Γ̂x(0) is the sample variance-covariance matrix and aj is an arbitrary vector of coefficients
of a linear combination. Such linear combination will have maximum sample variance only if
each aj is set equal to an eigenvector of matrix Γ̂x(0). From the optimization problem we see
that PC are uncorrelated linear combinations with the largest sample variances.
Alternatively, Forni et al. (2005) discuss factor estimation in a approximate dynamic factor
model. Their approximation to the static factors, denoted by F̂FHLRt , follows from a frequency
domain representation of the factor model and consists of the first r generalized principal compo-
nents (GPC) of matrix X. These GPC consist in linear combinations of variables, as the standard





These matrices represent the estimated contemporaneous covariance matrix of the common and
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idiosyncratic component of the factor model, respectively. The Forni et al. estimator of the
factors is given by
F̂FHLRt =
[




Ẑ1xt Ẑ2xt · · · Ẑrxt
]′
where Ẑ is a (N × r) matrix, whose columns are the generalized eigenvectors associated with the










s.t. bjΓ̂ξ(0)b′j = 1
bjΓ̂ξ(0)b′k = 0 j < k; j = 1, 2, . . . , r
where bj is an arbitrary vector of coefficients of a possible linear combination of the variables and
Γ̂χ(0) and Γ̂ξ(0) have the same definitions as above. Forni et al. (2005) show that the optimal





. This implies that the vector of coefficients is obtained from
bjΓ̂χ(0) = ν̂jbjΓ̂ξ(0) j = 1, 2, . . . , r
where ν̂j denotes a generalized eigenvalue. Similarly to PC, the GPC are uncorrelated linear
combinations which maximize the variance of the common component of the factor model.
A related estimation method is suggested in Altissimo et al. (2008). They argue that
smoother factors can be constructed choosing as weights, in the r independent linear combi-
nations, the generalized eigenvectors of a different pair of matrices. In this case they express
the factor model as the sum of two components but assume that the common component can
be further divided into a medium to long-run component and a short-run component. Since the
goal is to obtain factors cleaned of short run oscillations and idiosyncratic errors, the coefficients
are obtained by solving
ẐjΓ̂φ(0) = α̂jẐj(Γ̂χ(0) + Γ̂ξ(0)) j = 1, 2, . . . , r
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where Γ̂φ(0) denotes the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the medium to long-run compo-
nent of the common component and α̂j a generalized eigenvalue. The remaining objects maintain
the definitions already given. The authors use these smooth factors to compute the new Euro-
Coin indicator, which is an indicator of the medium to long run component of GDP growth rate
for Euro Area aggregates.
Both estimators aim to approximate the same factor space but while the PC estimator only
exploits the contemporaneous relations among variables the GPC estimator exploits entirely the
dynamic covariance structure of the data when estimating Γ̂χ(0) and Γ̂ξ(0)15. Consequently,
from the GPC estimator results linear combinations that are more efficient than those resulting
from the PC estimator.
In the empirical application in section 4 we will compare both methods to approximate the
factor space, i.e., we will estimate the common factors using either PC as in Stock and Watson
(2002a, 2002b) or GPC as in Forni et al. (2005). However, we will not consider smooth factors
because its irrelevant for filtering purposes.
3.2.3 Estimation of the number of factors
The number of factors necessary to account for most of the variables variation is in practice
unknown and must be identified empirically. In this section we briefly give an overview of the
existing methods to estimate the number of factors in a static or dynamic framework.
The recurrent use of factor models in economic applications is undoubtedly recent but there is
already a large number of available criteria in the literature to deal with the estimation of these
parameters. Firstly, it is noteworthy that in the factor model followed by Stock and Watson
(2002a, 2002b) we must only identify the number r of static factors while in the factor model
introduced by Forni and Lippi (2001) we must determine the number of static and dynamic
factors, that is, r and q, respectively.
Regarding, the static factor model framework the first formal criterion for selecting the num-
ber of common factors was proposed by Bai and Ng (2002). They modified the classical infor-
mation criteria (IC) to fit the case when both time and cross section variation is present in the
data. As usual, the estimated number of factors, r̂, is obtained from minimizing the IC in the
15This pair of matrices is obtained through an inverse Fourier transform of the estimated spectral density
functions of the common and idiosyncratic components that use information contained in the whole covariance




− 2, ....For more details on the estimation see Forni et al (2005).
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range [1, rmax], with rmax denoting a pre-specified upper bound for the true number of factors.
The three suggested IC differ only in the penalty functions that in contrast with standard IC
depend on both T and N . An alternative way suggested by Onatski (2005) for estimating r
is based on the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues. The method involves counting the
number of eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix that are above a threshold. Moreover,
such threshold is set as a slowly increasing function of N and T . Onatski (2005) proves the
consistency of his method in the presence of either cross-sectional or serial correlation but never
both and also provides a comparison of his method with the modified IC’s of Bai and Ng (2002).
Finally, Kapetanios (2004) proposed a sequential algorithm, named Maximum Eigenvalue, based
on the widely accepted fact that when no factor structure exists the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix tend asymptotically to a constant whereas otherwise they tend to infinity.
Turning to the same question in the context of dynamic factors, Forni et al. (2000) proposed
an informal method based on the relative size of the eigenvalues from the estimated spectral
density matrix of the data. Other contributions to estimate q in a dynamic factor model with
s finite include a modified version of Bai and Ng’s IC by Amengual and Watson (2007) and
a method that exploits the rank of the residuals of a VAR(p) in the static factors by Bai and
Ng (2007). Recently, Hallin and Lǐska (2007) suggest a method for identifying the number of
common factors in a generalized dynamic factor model. The criterion settles on the idea that the
number of diverging eigenvalues of the spectral density matrix of the observations as N tends to
infinity is equal to the number of primitive factors.
In our empirical application we will use one of these methods to establish an upper bound
of the number of factors to be included in the multivariate approximations. Our goal is not
to estimate a common component but to incorporate a reasonable number of factors in the
multivariate filter that might produce an acceptable fit to the desired signal. Moreover, we justify
this approach with the idea that only a few shocks drive economic fluctuations, consequently a
large part of the data variation is explained by the first few factors (see Forni et al., 2005 or
Gionnone, Reichlin and Sala, 2005).
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4 Real Data Application
In this section we discuss the approximations of Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) (henceforth
also referred to as univariate approximation) and Valle e Azevedo (2007) (henceforth also referred
to as multivariate approximation) to business cycle fluctuations and to smooth output growth
using real data. Our targets will be precisely BC(L)yt and SG(L)∆yt as defined in section
2. We analyze two bands of periodicities: the [6, 32] period band connected to business cycle
fluctuations and the [4,+∞[ period band connected to smooth growth.
4.1 Dataset
Our variable of interest will be the U.S. real GDP, either in logarithmic form or in growth
rate. For such a time series we have quarterly observations from the first quarter of 1959 to
the third quarter of 2003 (T = 175). Figure 7 displays the path followed by logarithm of real
GDP and its growth rate (since the level is on logarithmic form) in the sample period. As
expected, real quarterly GDP exhibits a clear upward trend in the logarithm, suggesting that
it may have either stochastic or deterministic trends. The remaining fluctuations (cyclical and
erratic) although present are not directly detectable. In contrast, the growth rate series has
a stationary behavior that is mainly made of medium and short term movements. Moreover,
Figure 7: Logarithm of real GDP from 1959(q4)-2003(q3) and of the first difference of the logarithm of real
GDP from 1960(q1)-2003(q4).



































figure 8 shows the sample autocorrelation functions for the logarithm of real GDP and its growth
rate, respectively. The autocorrelation in real GDP has a high level even for long lags, which
reveals the highly persistent nature of the process connected with non-stationarity. On the other
hand, the autocorrelation in the growth rate exhibits lower levels and a downward pattern as the
lags increase. To decide on the type of non-stationarity present in real GDP we ran augmented
Figure 8: Sample autocorrelation function of the logarithm of real GDP and of the first difference of the
logarithm of real GDP.
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Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit-root tests. For this purpose we estimated the following equation:




where yt is the logarithm of real GDP, ∆yt is the first difference in logarithm of real GDP, d is
the maximum lag length and εt a error term. In the ADF tests the null hypothesis is that the
time series contains an unit root and the alternative is that the time series was generated by a
stationary process. If γ is not statistically different from zero this means that yt may contain a
unit root and if γ is statistically different from zero (|γ| < 0) then yt is stationary.
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Table 2 presents the results of the ADF test on real GDP with d = 1 (determined by BIC
criterion). The null hypothesis is not rejected at 1, 5 and 10 percent level, indicating that real
GDP has a unit root. This also implies that the first difference of real GDP is a stationary series.
Table 2: Results of ADF test on logarithm of real GDP.
ADF test Test statistic 1% level 5% level 10% level
with trend -2.479 ◦a ◦ ◦
a ◦: when the null hypothesis is not rejected and ×: when the null
hypothesis is rejected.
Then the business cycle fluctuations are defined on a non-stationary series (log of real GDP)
while the smooth growth is defined on a stationary variable (growth rate of real GDP). As a result,
in the first case we must solve a constrained optimization problem to ensure the stationarity of
the filtered series while in the second case we can ignore the restriction imposed on the frequency
response function of the approximate filter.
For the multivariate indicator we need to have a group of covariates to estimate the factors,
as discussed in section 3. For that purpose, we consider the same vintage panel of N = 132 U.S.
monthly time series studied in Stock and Watson (2005). This large data set was downloaded
directly at http://www.princeton.edu/˜ mwatson and includes several types of macroeconomic
variables. Following Stock and Watson (2005) there are 14 categories: real output and income;
employment and hours; real retail, manufacturing and trade sales; consumption; housing starts
and sales; real inventories; orders; stock prices; exchange rates; interest rates and spreads; money
and credit quantity aggregates; price indexes; average hourly earnings; and miscellaneous. The
complete data set covers the period from January of 1959 to December of 2003. Due to missing
observations for some time series at the beginning of the sample and to the realignment of the
variables to account for release delays we only considered a time period from February of 1960
to December of 2003 (T ∗ = 527). We use T ∗ instead of T to make clear that we have a monthly
panel of time series. In order to apply a factor model framework all the time series in the monthly
panel must be covariance stationary. So, all variables were transformed as suggested in Stock
and Watson (2005), appendix A.
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4.2 Covariates used in the multivariate approximation
The multivariate filter does not accommodate data with different frequencies16, meaning that we
cannot incorporate the estimated factors without any transformation. To deal with this problem
we split each estimated monthly factor into three quarterly series as follows:
F̂ 1l,t = F̂l,t∗ , F̂
1
l,t−1 = F̂l,t∗−3, F̂
1
l,t−2 = F̂l,t∗−6, ... (18)
F̂ 2l,t = F̂l,t∗−1, F̂
2
l,t−1 = F̂l,t∗−4, F̂
2
l,t−2 = F̂l,t∗−7, ... l = 1, ..., k
F̂ 3l,t = F̂l,t∗−2, F̂
3
l,t = F̂l,t∗−5, F̂
3
l,t = F̂l,t∗−8, ...














The stationarity and the finite moving average representation of the extracted monthly fac-
tors, required to apply the multivariate filter, follows from the factor model assumptions. Fur-
thermore, these properties are still valid regarding the vector of k split monthly factors. A
discussion on the consistency of the extracted signal using the estimated factors can be found in
Azevedo and Pereira (2008).
Both signals are define on a quarterly time series but in the case of the multivariate approx-
imation we are able to compute in each month an estimate of those signals by updating the
extracted factors with the new monthly information. Hopefully, this will improve considerable
the approximation from one month to the other and from the univariate framework as well.
4.3 Number and estimation of the factors
As discussed in section 3, the monthly static factors will be estimated either by standard PC or
by GPC. Both estimators set linear combinations of the variables in the panel but differ in the
matrices exploited to obtain the coefficients.
An estimate of the true number of factors embedded in this specific panel is far from being
consensual in the literature (see Stock and Watson, 2005, Bai and Ng, 2007 and Hallin and Lǐska,
16Real GDP or GDP growth rate both have quarterly frequency while the variables in the panel all have monthly
frequency and therefore also the estimated factors.
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2007). In particular, the number r of static factors. This value is generally estimated according
to one of the methods discussed in section 3. As we argued, this is the appropriate path to follow
if our purpose is to estimate the factor space and thereafter the common component. But our
objective is the approximation of signals and in such a case it is wiser to check whether addi-
tional factors are helpful to improve the approximations. Otherwise we might obtain misleading
conclusions. This approach is followed by Stock and Watson (2002a, 2002b) to obtain k̂ in their
factor augmented regression and by Altissimo et al. (2008) to determine the number of factors
to include in the new EuroCoin indicator. So, we estimate k as follows: first we established as
upper bound for the number of factors to be included k̂max = 6 obtained by applying the CP1
criterion in Bai and Ng (2002) and then added split estimated factors up to the point where the
increase in the squared empirical correlation between final estimates and real time estimates17
in the third month of each quarter became negligible. In the case of business cycle fluctuations
we found that the improvement in the fit became negligible with 5 static factors whereas in the
case of the smooth growth 4 static factors seemed sufficient to stabilize the fit. We note that the
values of k̂ never reached the upper bond.
In another perspective several empirical applications, using U.S. data, point out that a small
number of factors seems enough to explain most of the total variation in those series18. Therefore,
as an alternative to the previous choice of k̂ we also report performance results when using exactly
the first 2 monthly static factors. It is only in this setting that we can follow a SUR-VAR approach
to obtain second order moment estimates due to the “small” dimension of the covariate set.
The use of GPC estimator to extract the factors implies setting an estimate for the number
of dynamic factors, q̂. In line with the findings of Hallin and Lǐska (2007) we assumed q̂ = 4.
Below, we report the performance results for both choices of k̂ and factor estimators.
4.4 Release delays
Since our main objective is to develop a real time indicator our targets must focus on GDP (or
on GDP growth rate) of the current quarter and we have also to take into account the release
delays of all the series involved in the filtering procedure.
The Bureau of Economic Analysis releases a final version of real GDP 6 months after the
17A clear definition of these objects is given below. For now it is only important to stress that both kinds of
estimates considered estimated factors and second order moments obtained from the whole sample.
18See Stock and Watson (1999, 2002a, 2005); Giannone, Reichlin and Sala (2005) and Hallin or Lǐska (2007).
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beginning of the quarter to which it refers. Meanwhile the same institute releases two earlier
estimates that had potential to be used as covariates in the approximations. However, their
inclusion in the covariate set in specific months did not produce substantial improvements and
therefore we chosen not to consider such estimates. Nevertheless, table 3 reports the release
delays of these three estimates.
Table 3: Release delays of U.S. GDP estimates by month
of the quarter.
GDP estimate 1st month 2nd month 3rd month
Final 2 quarters 2 quarters 1 quarter
Preliminary 2 quarters 1 quarters 1 quarter
Advanced 1 quarters 1 quarters 1 quarter
It is clear that if time t denotes the current quarter then the series of interest is not available.
This fact implies to set f (number of future observations) negative in the solution so that only the
information in fact available on GDP is taken into account. To be specific, in the first and second
month of a given quarter we set f = −2 and in the third month of a given quarter we set f = −1.
For the univariate filter, the estimates are not computed monthly but only in the third month of
a quarter and thus f = −1. Of course we can also set f = −2 to have a univariate estimate in the
first and second month of a quarter but no update occurred in quarterly information since the
third month of the prior quarter that could enhance the approximation like in the multivariate
case. In sum, if time t is the current quarter and f = −1 this means that only information on
GDP up to period t− 1 is taken into account.
The variables included in the panel of predictors where also realigned to mimic a real-time
data set. This task implied screening the release dates of the different variables and shift the time
series when necessary19. At the end, the monthly panel is organized in such a way that at each
filtering moment we use the data that would be in fact available at that month. For instance if
t∗ denotes the third month of quarter t then we assume f = −1 and the set of variables includes
GDP series until period t− 1 and monthly predictors until period t∗.
19For instance, financial variables in general do not have release delays so no realignment was perform to these
series.
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4.5 Different types of estimates
Three different types of estimates were computed to evaluate the performance of the indicators:
final estimates, real-time estimates and today onwards estimates. The final estimates are ob-
tained by approximating the signals using the full sample at each filtering time; accordingly we
set p = t−1 and f = T − t in the solution. These estimates will be highly accurate, in particular
in the middle of the sample given the use of future data points. The real-time approximations
are computed using only the information available at each point in time. Specifically, in the mul-
tivariate case we gather the information until period t∗ of quarter t and standardize it. Then,
we estimate the static factors which we split into quarterly series. After the estimation of the
necessary second order moments we obtain the filter weights by solving the linear system with
f = −1 (in the case of a third month) or f = −2 (in the case of a first or second month) and
p = p̄, where p̄ denotes a fixed integer. Finally, we apply the filter to this subset of data and
obtain the real-time approximation of the signal for quarter t. The today onwards approxima-
tions use the whole sample to estimate the factors (only in the multivariate case) and the second
order moments. These last estimates are subsequently used as inputs to solve the linear system
from which we get the optimal weights. Such weights are then applied to the real-time subset of
data and we obtain the today onwards approximation of the signal for quarter t. Note that when
filtering we use only the available information in quarter t. Therefore we still set f = −1 (in the
case of a third month) or f = −2 (in the case of a first or second month) and p = p̄. With this
exercise we hope to understand the revisions stemming from second order moments and factor
space uncertainty.
To assess the performance of the indicators the real-time and today onwards estimates are
compared with the final estimates obtained from using the univariate filter with moments derived
from an AR model. Alternative multivariate filters and/or different methods to estimate second
order moments deliver final estimates that are indistinguishable from those used.
4.6 Performance of the indicators
One important topic in filtering literature regards the revisions to which the estimates are subject
to. These revisions arise from corrections of the past values of the time series and from the release
of new data which has implications mainly in the estimates near the end of the sample. The
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effects of such revisions can be quite substantial, as documented in Orphanides and Van Norden
(2002). In this particular application the estimates are not affected by data revisions due to the
use of vintage data; but if not such revisions could not be a major problem because there is the
idea that data revisions are mainly connected with high frequencies and these are completely
eliminated with our filtering procedures. Nevertheless, we will try to mitigate as much as possible
the effects of revisions due to the release of new data by disregarding the last 12 observations in
the case of business cycle fluctuations (see Valle e Azevedo, 2007) and the last 4 observations in
the case of output smooth growth (see Altissimo et al., 2008) when comparing the estimates.
The truncation point is a function of the sample size that guarantees the consistency of
the spectrum estimator, as discussed in section 3, and consequently of the estimated signal.
One of the assumptions made by Christiano and Fiztgerald (2003) and Valle e Azevedo (2007)
to obtain the optimal solution referred to the finiteness of the MA representation of ∆yt and
(∆yt, z1t, . . . , znt)′, respectively. So, it seems adequate to set the truncation point higher than
the order of the MA representation. The problem is that the true order is in practice unknown.
Hence, instead we followed a window closing20 approach to set the truncation point. As a
result, the projection problem for the business cycle case was solved considering 30 leads and
30 lags of the estimated covariance function and for the smooth growth case it was solved
considering 40 leads and 40 lags of the estimated covariance function. But we note that in
the range 20 < M < 40 the results are very similar for both cases. M should be carefully chosen
because considering too few covariances can leave out important information and considering too
many covariances can introduce a very erratic behavior to the approximation as a result of the
poorly estimated high order covariances.
The evaluation of the real time performance of the indicators makes use of the following
criteria:
a) Corrt[xt, x̂t] , where x̂t is the optimal approximation to the signal xt. It is easy to show
that if x̂t minimizes E[(xt − x̂t)2], then E[(xt − x̂t)2] = (1 − Corrt[xt, x̂t]2)V ar[xt]. The
dependence on t is eliminated if we fix p and f in the real-time approximations, as we do.
Corrt[xt, x̂t] is therefore a good measure of the variance of the approximation error. We
compute the sample counterpart of this statistic, using the estimated signal (say x̂∗t ) as x̂t
and approximating xt by the final estimates, denoted by xFt .
20For details on window closing see Appendix A.
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b) Noise to Signal Ratio, computed as
∑
t
(x̂∗t − xFt )2/
∑
t
(xFt − xF )2.
c) The percentage of times x̂∗t − x̂∗ tt−1 (where x̂∗ tt−1 is the approximation to the signals at t− 1
using information up to time t) correctly signs the change xFt − xFt−1 (see Pesaran and
Timmerman, 1992).
d) For the approximation to business cycle fluctuations, the percentage of times x̂∗t and x
F
t
share the same sign (which gives an indication of whether x̂∗t indicates correctly if GDP is
below or above the long-term trend).
Finally and before turning to the discussion of the results we clarify all the variations con-
sidered in the filters’ settings:
- estimation of second order moments done by means of a non-parametric method using the
Bartlett lag window as weight sequence or by means of estimating a SUR-VAR model for
pre-whitening. Each estimation method was discussed in section 3 and most importantly
the parametric framework implicitly limits the size of the covariate set;
- the factor space in the multivariate case is estimated by PC or by GPC. Both estimation
methods were discussed in section 3;
- in the multivariate case, we report the statistics for two sets of covariates: one that only
includes two monthly factors divided into six quarterly series and a second that includes
split factors up to the point where the increase in the R2 of the approximation is negligible.
This topic was discussed early in this section;
- estimation of second order moments and factors (only in the multivariate case) takes into
account only information available at each point (real-time) or, alternatively, the full sample
(today onwards). These concepts were also introduced early in this section.
4.6.1 Business cycle fluctuations
To begin with we recall that we use the multivariate filter to construct a business cycle indicator
for the U.S. economy and apply it to the same large panel of macroeconomic variables studied
in Stock and Watson (2005). As a benchmark we considered naturally the univariate filter of
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Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) using either estimated moments derived from an AR model or
from a non-parametric estimator.
In table 4 we report the performance results based on approximations done in a third month
of the quarter. Each line corresponds to a different indicator whose description is given in the
legend of the table.
Table 4: Evaluation statistics for the approximations to business cycle fluctuations in the U.S in the
third month of the quarter. Evaluation period: 1978(q3) - 2000(q4).
Performance with respect to business cycle fluctuations (3rd month of the quarter)
Correlation Noise do Signal Sign Concord. % Correct ∆ Sign
Real Today Real Today Real Today Real Today
Time Onwards Time Onwards Time Onwards Time Onwards
Benchmark Filtersa
BPF AR 0.74 0.75 0.61 0.60 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.70
BPF KERNEL 0.72 0.78 0.62 0.57 0.69 0.70 0.67 0.69
with factors, k = 5 < r̂, q̂ = 4
MBPF PC KERNEL 0.75 0.96 0.59 0.26 0.69 0.92 0.76 0.87
MBPF GPC KERNEL 0.77 0.95 0.57 0.29 0.68 0.89 0.73 0.88
with factors, k = 2 < r̂, q̂ = 4
MBPF PC KERNEL 0.78 0.91 0.57 0.39 0.72 0.77 0.70 0.82
MBPF GPC KERNEL 0.77 0.90 0.58 0.41 0.68 0.77 0.71 0.82
MBPF PC VAR 0.84 0.86 0.49 0.46 0.72 0.76 0.76 0.78
MBPF GPC VAR 0.83 0.87 0.50 0.46 0.77 0.71 0.77 0.79
a
BPF - univariate band-pass filter; AR - estimation of second moments by an AR model (BIC criterion for lag
length); KERNEL - non-parametric estimation of second moments; MBPF - multivariate band-pass filter; PC -
factor space estimated by principal components; GPC - factor space estimated by generalized principal
components; VAR - estimation of second moments through pre-whitening with a SUR-VAR (BIC criterion for lag
length in the various equations).
The multivariate indicators compare favourably with both univariate indicators either in full real
time or in today onwards. This indicates that the variation of the variables in the panel provides
valuable information to obtain a more exact signal of business conditions. In real time the gains
are only modest when five monthly factors estimated by PC are used in the approximations.
This behavior may stem from the poor estimation of moments and factors in the beginning
of the evaluation period. Moreover, real-time approximations respond noticeably to the type of
method used to obtain moment estimates. In fact using VARs to estimate second order moments
leads to superior real time performance. When the full sample is used to estimate moments and
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factors, the multivariate approximations to the target are highly accurate, specifically when using
moments estimated non-parametrically. This may indicate an over fitting behavior that only gets
slightly more severe as we increase the number of monthly factors from two to five. But in that
case the performance of the real time approximations deteriorates. Overall, the results show that
it is better to use only a few static factors and a pre-whitening method to compute the indicator.
Focusing on the different factor space approximations, we conclude that the fit of the in-
dicators with factors estimated by PC is quite similar to the fit of the indicators with factors
estimated by GPC across all settings.
In line with the reported findings we select as the best performing filters the multivariate
indicator using two monthly factors and parametric estimates of the moments and the multivari-
ate indicator using five monthly factors and non-parametric estimates of the moments for the
real-time and today onwards exercises, respectively.
Table 5 contains the evaluation results of the selected indicators sorted out by month of the
quarter. Three things are worth stressing. Firstly, the clear monotonicity in the accuracy of
the approximations across months; they tend to be more accurate in the third month, followed
by the second month and then the first. Secondly, approximations using few monthly factors
and a pre-whitening technique to derive the second order moments still seem to have a superior
performance in real-time at the first and second month of the quarter than the competing settings.
Recall that in the first two months of the quarter there are two quarters of information missing
which make the approximation to the target a quite demanding task. Finally, the differences
between the benchmark model and the multivariate frameworks in the first and second months
of the quarter are still remarkable in the today onwards exercise.
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Table 5: Evaluation statistics for the approximation to business cycle fluctuations in the U.S.
in every month of the quarter. Evaluation period: 1978(q3) - 2000(q4).
Performance with respect to business cycle fluctuations
Correlation Noise do Signal Sign Concord. % Correct ∆ Sign
Real Today Real Today Real Today Real Today
Time Onwards Time Onwards Time Onwards Time Onwards
BPF ARa
1st/2nd month 0.72 0.73 0.62 0.62 0.71 0.73 0.57 0.59
3rd month 0.74 0.75 0.61 0.60 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.70
MBPF PC KERNEL
(k = 5 < r̂)
1st month 0.74 0.94 0.61 0.32 0.73 0.88 0.60 0.82
2nd month 0.75 0.95 0.60 0.29 0.74 0.90 0.59 0.89
3rd month 0.75 0.96 0.59 0.26 0.69 0.92 0.76 0.87
MBPF PC VAR
(k = 2 < r̂)
1st month 0.79 0.82 0.55 0.52 0.73 0.72 0.70 0.74
2nd month 0.81 0.83 0.52 0.50 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.77
3rd month 0.84 0.86 0.49 0.46 0.72 0.76 0.76 0.78
a
BPF - univariate band-pass filter; AR - estimation of second moments by an AR model (BIC criterion
for lag length); KERNEL - non-parametric estimation of second moments; MBPF - multivariate
band-pass filter; PC - factor space estimated by principal components; VAR - estimation of second
moments through pre-whitening with a SUR-VAR (BIC criterion for lag length in the various equations).
Figure 9 displays the best performing real-time and today onwards approximations in the
most favorable situation, i.e., in the third month of the quarter, as well as the final estimates
of business cycle fluctuations. Over most of the evaluation period there is an agreement in the
behavior of the two real time estimates, the main distinction occurs in the less volatile part of
the sample where the size of the approximations is different. Nonetheless, we visually confirm
the quality of the approximations and argue that this particular multivariate method is the first
to provide such accurate approximations to business cycle fluctuations in real-time.
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Figure 9: U.S. GDP business cycle fluctuations: final estimates, real-time (MBPF PC VAR) and today
onwards (MBPF PC KERNEL, k = 5 monthly factors) approximations. Evaluation period: 1978(q3)-
2000(q4).












Full Real Time Estimate
Today Onwards Estimate
Moreover, we display in figure 10, the behavior of the best performing indicators in the third
month of a given quarter, once 1,2,...,5 additional quarters of information (GDP and variables
in the panel) are available as well as when 4,3,. . . ,0 quarters of information are missing. In the
horizontal axis, −1 represents the real-time estimate, 1 represents the estimate obtained when
one future data point is available and so forth. All the measures improve as more data becomes
available and in all cases the multivariate filter has by far the best performance. Moreover, we
note that even when 3 or 4 quarters of information are missing that the approximations provide
some signal about the business conditions. The differences across methods tend to disappear
only after 5 additional quarters of data are considered. This confirms that it is extremely hard
to approximate business cycle fluctuations.
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Figure 10: Evaluation of U.S. approximations to business cycle fluctuations: correlation with final estimates,
noise to signal ratio and sign concordance when f future quarters of data are considered (MBPF PC VAR
and MBPF PC KERNEL with k = 5 monthly factors). Evaluation period: 1978(q3)-2000(q4).















































We turn now to the real-time performance of smooth growth indicators. As before, we considered
as benchmark the univariate filter using either estimated moments derived from an AR model
or from a non-parametric estimator.
Table 6 reports the evaluation statistics for the approximations of smooth growth done in a
third month of the quarter for the various dimensions under analysis.
Table 6: Evaluation statistics for the approximations to smooth growth in the U.S.
in the third month of the quarter. Evaluation period: 1981(q3) - 2002(q4).
Performance with respect to smooth growth (3rd month of the quarter)
Correlation Noise do Signal % Correct ∆ Sign
Real Today Real Today Real Today
Time Onwards Time Onwards Time Onwards
Benchmark Filtersa
BPF AR 0.72 0.76 0.59 0.55 0.72 0.74
BPF KERNEL 0.70 0.81 0.60 0.50 0.70 0.79
with factors, k = 4 < r̂, q̂ = 4
MBPF PC KERNEL 0.80 0.98 0.57 0.16 0.74 0.94
MBPF GPC KERNEL 0.80 0.98 0.57 0.16 0.76 0.93
with factors, k = 2 < r̂, q̂ = 4
MBPF PC KERNEL 0.83 0.96 0.52 0.22 0.77 0.86
MBPF GPC KERNEL 0.82 0.96 0.52 0.22 0.76 0.90
MBPF PC VAR 0.87 0.89 0.40 0.37 0.84 0.87
MBPF GPC VAR 0.85 0.89 0.42 0.38 0.81 0.83
a
BPF - univariate band-pass filter; AR - estimation of second moments by an AR model (BIC
criterion for lag length); KERNEL - non-parametric estimation of second moments; MBPF -
multivariate band-pass filter; PC - factor space estimated by principal components; GPC -
factor space estimated by generalized principal components; VAR - estimation of second
moments through pre-whitening with a SUR-VAR (BIC criterion for lag length in the
various equations).
Our findings are to a great extent similar to those of business cycle approximations since the
filters’ rank remains unchanged. The results show once more that our multivariate filters outper-
form the two benchmark filters in the various settings. Secondly, a distinct performance between
the real-time and the today-onwards approximations, in particular for kernel based filters, is still
observable. The today onwards approximations exhibit a nearly perfect linear association with
the target, an extremely low noise to signal and a considerably high percentage of correctly de-
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tected sign changes. This high fit is most amplified if four monthly static factors are used, but on
the other hand the performance of the real-time approximation deteriorates substantially. This
does not occur if only two static factors are used and moments estimated parametrically. In fact
the latter indicators are the best performing in real-time. Finally, the results are quantitatively
the same for both factor space approximations. In general, we conclude that these findings alert
again to the fact that fewer factors seem to produce a better out-of-sample fit to the target and
justify why the approach followed by Altissimo et al. (2008)21 might be misleading. Perhaps a
larger time dimension would be needed to usefully incorporate a larger number of factors in the
approximations.
In table 7 we report the evaluation criteria for the best performing filters in real-time and
today onwards and for one benchmark filter by month of the quarter. The results show again
that multivariate approximations are more accurate in the third month of the quarter, followed
by the second month and then the first. Moreover, the results give the idea that with one less
observation of GDP growth rate, as occurs in the first and second month of the quarter, that
the performance of the univariate filter completely deteriorates while multivariate filters still
perform considerably well, especially if only two monthly factors are included in the covariate
set. Once more the findings suggest that few monthly factors are enough to compute remarkable
good approximations to the signal in all three months of the quarter.
21Adding factors until the in-sample fit gains are negligible.
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Table 7: Evaluation statistics for the approximations to smooth growth in the
U.S. in every month of the quarter. Evaluation period: 1981(q3) - 2002(q4).
Performance with respect to smooth growth
Correlation Noise do Signal % Correct ∆ Sign
Real Today Real Today Real Today
Time Onwards Time Onwards Time Onwards
BPF ARa
1st/2nd month 0.31 0.40 0.80 0.75 0.72 0.72
3rd month 0.72 0.76 0.59 0.55 0.72 0.74
MBPF PC KERNEL
(k = 4 < r̂)
1st month 0.37 0.97 0.77 0.22 0.71 0.91
2nd month 0.56 0.98 0.73 0.19 0.74 0.93
3rd month 0.80 0.98 0.57 0.15 0.74 0.94
MBPF PC VAR
(k = 2 < r̂)
1st month 0.74 0.77 0.56 0.52 0.71 0.73
2nd month 0.81 0.85 0.48 0.43 0.77 0.76
3rd month 0.87 0.89 0.40 0.37 0.84 0.87
a
BPF - univariate band-pass filter; AR - estimation of second moments by an AR
model (BIC criterion for lag length); KERNEL - non-parametric estimation of
second moments; MBPF - multivariate band-pass filter; PC - factor space estimated
by principal components; VAR - estimation of second moments through
pre-whitening with a SUR-VAR (BIC criterion for lag length in the various
equations).
Figure 11 displays the final approximation against the best performing indicators for the
smooth growth signal in the third month of the quarter. The shaded areas represent recessions
as dated by the National Bureau of Economic Research. Although, real-time estimates are
slightly more ragged than today onwards estimates we may conclude that both approximations
are extremely accurate and timely track the upturns and downturns of output smooth growth.
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Figure 11: Smooth growth of U.S. GDP: final estimates, real-time (MBPF PC VAR) and today onwards
(MBPF PC KERNEL, k = 4 monthly factors) approximations. Evaluation period: 1981(q3)-2002(q4).
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Finally, we look at the behavior of the estimates in a third month once 1, 2, . . . , 5 new obser-
vations are available and when 4, 3, . . . , 0 observations are missing either of GDP or of the panel
variables (see figure 12). Again, in the horizontal axis −1 represents the real-time approximation,
1 represents the estimate obtained when one future data point is available and so forth. In short,
both measures quickly converge to the expected target while the differences between frameworks
vanish after 1 additional quarter of information is available. When some quarters of data are
missing, the multivariate indicators still outperform the benchmark filter and more importantly
still have an informative signal. The univariate approximation has a poor performance when
more that one quarter of data is missing, confirming visually the results of table 7.
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Figure 12: Evaluation of U.S. approximations to smooth growth: correlation with final estimates and noise
to signal ratio when f future quarters of data are considered (MBPF PC VAR and MBPF PC KERNEL
with k = 4 monthly factors). Evaluation period: 1981(q3)-2002(q4).






























As a by-product of the previous analysis we use the best multivariate indicator (MBPF PC VAR
with k = 2 monthly factors) to forecast the quarterly GDP growth. We believe that this exercise
can reveal important findings for two reasons. Firstly, the results in figure 12 indicate that the
multivariate approximations are still informative even when 3/4 quarters of data are missing.
Secondly, we rely on the unexplored idea that targeting a smooth version of a time series may
be more useful than targeting the original series if the noisy fluctuations of a time series are
indeed unpredictable. Most forecast models usually target the growth rate itself meaning that
the short-run fluctuations are also being approximated regardless of the assumed restriction.
To assess the forecast performance of the best multivariate approximation to smooth growth
signal we selected for comparison other six competing methods. Those methods are the following:
- the autoregressive model with lag length determined by the BIC criterion, denoted AR;
- the linear projection targeting GDP growth with second moments estimated by a pre-
whitening technique, denoted VAR;
- the diffusion index model which amounts to a regression of GDP growth rate on its past
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values, with lag length determined by the BIC criterion, and (a maximum of 2) split factors
estimated by principal components as in Stock and Watson (2002a, 2002b), denoted DI-AR
SW;
- the univariate approximation of the band-pass filter to smooth growth with non-parametric
estimation of second order moments, denoted BPF KERNEL;
- the univariate approximation of the band-pass filter to smooth growth with second order
moments derived from an AR model with lag length determined by the BIC criterion,
denoted BPF AR;
- the multivariate approximation of the band-pass filter to smooth growth with second order
moments estimated non-parametrically and using k = 2 split monthly factors estimated by
principal components, denoted MBPF PC KERNEL.
For each method, we approximated the growth rate or instead the smooth growth rate at
various forecast horizons (maximum of 3) and compare those estimates with the already available
observations of quarterly GDP growth rate. All forecasts were made in real-time, meaning
that data standardization, estimation of factors and moments, optimization and filtering are
performed using only the data in fact available. The lag length selection and the number of
factors identification were also done in real-time.
As evaluation statistic we have chosen, as is common practice, the relative MSE; setting as
benchmark the AR model. In detail, we compute the ratio of the MSE of the forecast of each
method to the MSE of the univariate regression forecast with lag length determined by the BIC
criterion.
In table 8 we present the results for forecasts made in the third month of the quarter, from
1981(q3) to 2003(q4). At one-quarter horizon the DI AR - SW model outperforms all competing
forecast methods, but relatively to the multivariate band-pass filters the improvement is quite
small. Moreover, the parametric multivariate approximation to smooth growth improves over
the comparable VAR model at one, two and three steps ahead. The latter model uses exactly
the same estimated second order moments as MBPF PC VAR but instead targets the growth
rate itself. Hence, this signals that it can be relevant for forecasting purposes to target only the
predictable component of a series. In the case of 2 steps ahead forecasts, most methods perform
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as good as or slightly better than the autoregressive model, the exception being the DI AR -
SW and VAR models. But note that RMSE of the benchmark forecasts oddly declines. For the
highest horizon reported, we conclude that all methods perform poorly because the RMSE of
the AR model is basically the standard deviation of GDP growth, meaning that we are better off
with the mean growth rate as forecast. Although not reported, we computed forecasts at more
than 3-steps ahead but the results confirmed the usefulness of all methods to produce accurate
forecasts at long horizons.
Table 8: Ratio of the mean squared error of the forecasts of each method to
the mean squared error of an univariate regression forecast (BIC for lag length).
Evaluation period: 1981(q3) - 2003(q4).
Simulated out-of-sample forecasting results: U.S. GDP growth rate
Relative MSE
One step ahead 2 steps ahead 3 steps ahead
Method (current quarter) (1 quarter ahead) (3 quarters ahead)
VAR 0.84 1.10 1.30
BPF AR 1.00 1.00 0.98
BPF KERNEL 0.95 0.99 1.00
k = 2 < r̂
MBPF PC AR 0.76 0.95 0.98
MBPF PC KERNEL 0.74 0.99 1.14
DI AR - SW 0.69 1.19 1.49
RMSE, AR 0.00508 0.00496 0.00524
The main conclusions are that the multivariate approximations to smooth growth are clearly
useful for short-term forecasting of the quarterly growth rate of GDP and that it is extremely
difficult to forecast the growth rate at long horizons. In fact, there are some studies reporting
that AR models forecast sometimes better than more sophisticated models at several steps ahead
(see Runstler et al., 2008 and Angelini et al., 2008). Our findings suggest the same behavior.
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4.7.2 Yearly growth
The previous results show that approximations to smooth growth are of limited use in forecasting
quarterly growth but we argue that they can have a much more striking role in forecasting yearly
GDP growth. Again, we invoke the fact that the multivariate approximations to smooth growth
are still informative at longer horizons, as revealed in figure 12, while table 8 makes clear that
all methods are uselessness in forecasting at more than 2 quarters ahead. In addition, the yearly
growth implied by the quarterly smooth growth rates is indistinguishable from the yearly growth
rate implied by the quarter on quarter GDP growth rates (see figure 13). Thus, by approximating
accurately smooth growth at various horizons, we will approximate accurately yearly growth. If
we use instead useless quarterly growth forecasts to forecast annual GDP growth, the results are
unlikely to be promising.
Figure 13: U.S. yearly real GDP growth rate: actual and implicit in smooth growth of quarterly real
GDP.















For the approximations that target the smooth growth, we forecast the yearly growth rate
using the forecasts of the missing quarterly GDP growth rates and the most up-to-date ap-
proximations to smooth growth for the relevant past quarters. Therefore, in the filter-based
approximations we do not use the already known quarterly growth rates, we use always the
latest vintage of approximations to quarterly smooth growth rates. For the remaining methods,
the yearly growth rate is derived from known quarterly growth rates as well as from the forecasts
for the missing quarters. Then we compute the MSE between the actual yearly rate and that
implied by the forecasts.
Given the results of table 8, when there are more than 2 quarters of data missing the 3 and 4-
quarters ahead forecasts are replaced by real-time estimates of the mean growth rate of quarterly
GDP. For example, at the end of the first quarter (March), no information on quarterly GDP
of the current year is available, so forecasts for the four quarters are necessary. As explained
earlier we assume the mean growth rate as the forecast for the third and fourth quarters and
in practice only forecast the growth rate of the first and second quarters. Once in December
we have information on GDP growth from the first three quarters and only need to forecast the
last quarter of the current year. Then, since the multivariate approximations outperform the
univariate methods in real-time we expect a superior forecast performance of the first methods
at this point of the year.
Table 9 displays the results for forecasts made at the end of each quarter, this means in March,
June, September and December. We report the MSE of each forecast approach to the MSE of
an AR model (BIC for lag length) and as forecast methods we considered BPF AR, MBPF PC
KERNEL, MBPF PC VAR and DI-AR SW, which denote the same methods introduced in the
previous subsection.
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Table 9: Ratio of the mean squared error of the forecasts of each method
to the mean squared error of an univariate regression forecast (BIC for lag
length). Evaluation period: 1985(q1) - 2003(q4).
Simulated out-of-sample forecasting results: U.S. GDP yearly growth rate
Relative MSE of forecasts made at the end of:
Methods 1st quarter 2nd quarter 3rd quarter 4th quarter
BPF AR 1.13 0.92 1.06 0.86
k = 2 < r̂
MBPF PC KERNEL 1.02 0.71 0.71 0.64
MBPF PC VAR 1.12 0.63 0.54 0.55
DI AR - SW 0.98 0.75 0.55 0.49
RMSE, AR 0.0076 0.0057 0.0035 0.0014
The relative MSE shows that in March all methods perform similarly to the benchmark
method, this is not surprising since there is no information on aggregate activity for the current
year. In subsequent quarters, we report significant gains in forecasts made by multivariate
approximations, in particular for our best performing real-time indicator of smooth growth and
for diffusion indexes method. The latter is an important competitor as expected due to the
results in table 8. The univariate method also improves as more data is becoming available but
at a slower rate than all the other methods. This reveals that monthly information might have a
role in forecasting yearly growth. As anticipated, in December (4th quarter) all methods perform
very well since there is only one quarter of information missing.
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In addition, the RMSE for forecasts of the yearly growth made in the 12 months of the
year using the multivariate approximation with moments derived from a SUR-VAR model and
2 monthly factors is reported in table 10. As we approach the end of the year the RMSE gets
smaller and the significant jumps at the end of each quarter reveal that the forecasts improve
mainly due to the release of GDP quarterly figures. Nevertheless, the new monthly information
available within each quarter generally improves the forecasts.
Table 10: Root mean squared error of the forecasts of yearly growth
made at the end of each month. Evaluation period: 1985(q1) -
2003(q4).
Simulated out-of-sample forecasting results:
GDP yearly growth rate
RMSE of forecasts














Finally, figure 14 displays the actual yearly growth rate against the forecasts made in March,
June, September and December using the multivariate approximation. The forecasts correctly
predict the clear downturns in 1991 and 2001 already in March. This gives an idea of the accuracy
of the forecast performance of the multivariate approximation concerning the yearly growth rate.
Figure 14: Yearly GDP growth rate and real-time forecasts made at the end of March, June, September
and December.



















We have discussed the characteristics of four optimal approximations to the infinite order moving
average filter that exactly extracts from a time series fluctuations within a specific range of
periodicities. We argued that the Hodrick and Precostt and the Baxter and King filters are not
useful to be used given our objectives. The first one because it extracts business cycle fluctuations
that include short-term variability, which disagrees with our adopted definition. And the second
because it does not produce estimates at the endpoints of the sample. Therefore, we have
analyzed in detail approximations to business cycle fluctuations and to output smooth growth
provided only by two optimal filters: the univariate filter suggested by Christiano and Fitzgerald
(2003) and the multivariate filter suggested by Valle e Azevedo (2007). Both filters are designed
to extract exactly the same fluctuations from a time series but use different information sets.
Our empirical application aimed at evaluating the real-time performance of these two indi-
cators. So, the targets were defined on real GDP of the current quarter and the release delays
of all the variables involved were taken into account. The use of a multivariate approach al-
lowed to illustrate how common factors extracted from a panel of variables can be successfully
incorporated in such an analysis. Overall, the results revealed that the multivariate indicator
outperforms in various dimensions the univariate indicator. Furthermore, the approximations
are reliable and accurate, even in the first two months of a quarter. From these findings we con-
cluded that methods which explore various sources of information seem more suitable to track
economic activity in real-time.
Finally, we used our best performing filter in real-time to forecast either quarterly or yearly
GDP growth rate. What distinguishes our method from other forecasting methods is the fact that
we target only the medium to long run component of output growth rate instead of the observable
growth rate with the erratic fluctuations. We argued that if the short-run fluctuations are in
fact unpredictable, which is not commonly assumed by most models, then targeting a smooth
version of a time series may be more useful for forecasting purposes than targeting the original
time series. From the comparison with other methods we concluded that moderate gains were
obtained in short term forecasts of quarterly growth rate. But this approach has a more striking
role in forecasting yearly growth rate.
Future research encompasses the approximation of any other important signal, such as core
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inflation, and the assessment of the advantages in forecasting exercises of targeting a smooth
version of a time series.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Spectral Analysis
Univariate
Time series analysis can be performed in two different perspectives: in the time domain or in the
frequency domain. Typically it is carried out in a time domain perspective using, for example, the
autocovariance and autocorrelation functions. However, in some specific contexts the frequency
perspective has its advantages and so in the following paragraphs we present an overview of
concepts associated to frequency domain theory.
The analysis of time series in the frequency domain is called spectral analysis and, essentially,
it is based on the concepts of Fourier transform (henceforth FT) and inverse Fourier transform
(henceforth IFT). In the time domain it is common practice to divide a time series into three
components (trend, cycle and noise) according to their persistence in time. While from the
frequency domain perspective a time series is considered as the sum of components with different
frequencies of oscillation. As we will see, it is possible to establish a correspondence between the
two approaches, which proves that they are theoretically equivalent.
The definitions of FT and IFT are deduce from the Fourier representation of a finite sequence
of numbers that must be transformed to accommodate an infinite stochastic time series. To better
comprehend this idea, let {zt}Tt=1 be a time series of length T . Consequently, the so called Fourier




[ak cos(tωk) + bk sin(tωk)] , t = 1, 2, . . . , T





, with b·c denoting
the largest integer smaller or equal than the operand, are known as the Fourier frequencies.
Through this expression {zt} is described as a linear combination of orthogonal and periodic22





processes with different frequencies of
22A periodic function is a function that repeats itself after some period and this property is called periodicity.
So, a function f is periodic with period p if f(x + p) = f(x). As an example, the cosine and sine functions are
periodic functions of period 2π.
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Christiano and Fitzgerald (1998) show, in the appendix of their paper, that with this repre-
sentation, after the moment T , all data points are perfectly predicted. So, within the economic
context this representation seems inadequate since we regard a particular time series {yt} as one
of the many possible outcomes of an underlying stochastic process
{





which by definition is never predictable. Hence, we must adjust the Fourier series definition
to our needs by assuming that the number of periodic functions is infinitely large or, equiva-
lently, that the Fourier frequencies can be made as small as desired in the range [−π; π]. This
is the idea behind the Spectral Representation Theorem which states that any real-valued, non-
deterministic, absolutely summable24 and covariance stationary process can be expressed as the








f(ω)eiωtdω, t = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .
This last result defines the IFT of f(ω) which is also valid for sequences of finite duration and if
{yt} is squared summable25.







−iωt, − π ≤ ω ≤ π
with ω measured in radians. The FT and the IFT functions form a Fourier transform pair
23eiθ = cos(θ) + i sin(θ)









and can be applied to any time series that fulfill the requirements of the Spectral Representation
Theorem. For more general time series, for example time series that are not absolutely summable,
one must use the Fourier-Stieltjes integral in order to define a spectral representation26.
In the time domain the joint distribution of a time series can be characterized by its autoco-
variance function while in the frequency domain the time series properties are exploited using the
spectral density function. The analysis of this function, also known as spectrum of {yt} is called
spectral analysis and the function itself corresponds to the FT of the absolutely summable auto-
covariance function of {yt}. Note, that this fact stresses that the two approaches are equivalent
because spectral analysis can be seen as the equivalent of the autocovariance function analysis







−iωk, − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where γk =E[(yt − µ)(yt−k − µ)], k = 0,+− 1,+− 2, . . ., denotes the autocovariance function of the
stationary process {yt} with mean µ for every t.
At each frequency ω the spectrum is a complex number and thus can be rewritten in polar
form as
S(ω) = c(ω) + iq(ω) = |S(ω)| eiφ(ω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where c(ω) and q(ω) correspond to the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex
number, |S(ω)| =
√
c(ω)2 + q(ω)2 is typically referred to as the amplitude, magnitude or gain





the angle phase of the same complex number.
The spectrum can also be expressed in terms of the autocovariance generating function de-
noted by g(z) =
∑∞
k=−∞ γkz
k for the sequence of autocovariances γk, k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .. The
coefficient of z0 is de variance of {yt} and the autocovariance of {yt} at lag k can be assess by





Moreover, when yt is a real-valued process with absolutely summable autocovariance function
26For further reading on this subject see Priestley(1981).
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γk cos(wk), − π ≤ w ≤ π
where in the second equality we use the symmetry property of the autocovariance function and
in the third the fact that e−iθ + eiθ = 2 cos(θ). For this case the spectrum has some particular
features:
• S(ω) is a continuous, real-valued and nonnegative function;
• S(ω) is a periodic function with period of 2π, i.e., S(ω) = S(ω + 2π);
• S(ω) is a symmetric and even function, i.e., S(ω) = S(−ω) because the cosine function is
also even. The symmetry permits focusing only on frequency values in the [0, π] interval.
• ω represents the frequency of a cycle expressed in radians and is related to the time domain
by ω = 2πp , where p is the periodicity, i.e., the amount of time required to complete a whole
cycle27. Hence, high values of p are related to low frequencies whereas short periodicities
are related to high frequencies.




S(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .
27The function argument ωk is the period of oscillation and to express it in units of time we must quantify the
amount by which ωk must increase so that the function repeats itself. Since we know that the function period is
2π we can write
k2 > k1 : k2ω − k1ω = 2π ⇔ k2 − k1 = 2π
ω
⇔ p = 2π
ω
.




which permits to recover the autocovariance function from the spectrum. Further, when k = 0
we obtain the variance of the series,




as the product of the different contributions of each frequency of the spectrum.
To give an idea of how the spectral density function may look we now present this function
for some well known processes. The first example is the building block of time series models,
i.e., the white noise process {εt}. It is a process with constant mean E(εt) = µε ∀t, usually set
to zero, constant variance Var(εt) = σ2ε ∀t and uncorrelated at all leads and lags γε (k) = 0 for






γε (j) e−iωj =
σ2ε
2π
, -π ≤ ω ≤ π
which shows that all frequencies from −π to π are equally powered by the same constant.
The second example is the general autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model with au-
toregressive order p and moving average order q, i.e.,
yt = α + φ1yt−1 + φ2yt−2 + . . . + φpyt−p+
+ εt + θ1εt−1 + θ2εt−2 + . . . + θqεt−q (20)
with {εt} a zero mean white process with constant variance, Var(εt) = σ2ε ∀t. If the process
is stationary and invertible then we can rewrite it as a moving average process of infinite order
such that
yt = c + ψ(L)εt
where ψ(L) = 1+θ1L+θ2L
2+...+θqL
q
1−φ1L−φ2L2−...−φpLp . The autocovariance generating function of the former rep-
resentation is well known and given by
gy(z) = σ2εψ(z)ψ(z
−1)
with z taken to be a complex scalar. It follows from equation (19) that the spectral density
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Figure 15 displays 500 values from a first order autoregressive model (henceforth AR(1))28
process and the spectral density function for the same AR(1) process in the interval [−π, π]. It
results from a simulation exercise setting y0 = 2, φ = 0.9, α = 1 and {εt} equal to a Gaussian
white noise with zero mean and unit variance. Since |φ| < 1 it is guarantee that the process
is stationary. The horizontal axis of the right graph measures the frequency in radians and
the vertical axis the spectrum. The closer ω is to zero the lower the frequency and the longer
the correspondent cyclical period (periodicity). In this specific case the frequencies near zero
are of greatest importance which means that long periodicities dominate this type of process.
High frequencies near π are of little importance and therefore short duration movements do not
influence much of the time series variation. Different values of φ will produce different spectrum
shapes but the main point is that an autoregressive process always has a high spectrum power
at the neighborhood of the zero frequency.
Figure 15: Left panel displays a simulated AR(1) model and right panel displays the population spectrum
for an AR(1) model.













































A random walk process can be seen as being an AR(1) process, i.e., φ = 1. A parameter
value of one originates a strong persistence process and so the random walk is not a covariance
stationary process. As a consequence, its autocovariance function is not absolutely summable
and the spectral density function is not well defined at the zero frequency. Even so, making








This function is well behave except at the zero frequency where it becomes infinite.
Finally, the shape and pattern of the spectrum of a first order moving average process (hence-
forth MA(1))29 depend on the value of θ. Panel A in figure 16 shows the spectrum in the interval
[−π, π] when θ > 0 and panel B exhibits the case θ < 0. The first panel shows that the low
frequency components dominate the time series while the second shows the opposite. When θ
< 0 the time series contains mostly high frequency components.
Figure 16: Population spectrum for an MA(1) model. Panel A. θ = 5; Panel B. θ = −2.
























In sum, we may conclude that low frequency dominating spectrum indicates a relatively
smooth series, whereas a high frequency dominating spectrum implies a more ragged series. The
population characteristics permit to infer that a sample spectrum with a strong peak near the
zero frequency signals the possible presence of a trend (stochastic or deterministic) in the time








series and that we may have to consider the time series in first differences to obtain a covariance
stationary process. Moreover, from the sample spectrum behavior we get an idea of the kind of
cyclical movements that predominate in the time series.
Bivariate
In the previous section spectral analysis for the univariate case was presented but obviously
all this frequency theory can be extended to the multivariate case. As an illustration we now
turn to the discussion of spectral analysis in a bivariate context30. Let yt = [xt zt]
′ be a zero






, for k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . ..
Following the fundamental idea of the univariate case, bivariate spectral analysis consists of
decomposing the covariance between two time series into orthogonal frequency components. In
order to define the spectral density function of {yt} we use the covariance matrix, instead of the















j=−∞ E [xtzt−j ] e
−iωj
∑∞











 , − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where Sxx(ω) and Szz(ω) are the spectral density functions of {xt} and {zt}, respectively, as
defined in the univariate case and Sxz(ω) and Szx(ω) are known as cross spectral densities or cross
spectra. The two former functions split the covariance between {xt} and {zt} into uncorrelated
components with different frequencies.
Previously, we have stated that the symmetry property around the zero lag of the autocovari-
ance function implied that the univariate spectrum was a real and symmetric function. However,
the bivariate spectrum may be complex even if the processes {xt} and {zt} are real valued because
the symmetry property does not hold for the cross covariance function, i.e., E[xtzt−k] 6=E[ztxt−k]
30The extension to the more than two variables case is a straightforward adaptation of the bivariate case. For
further details see Priestley(1981) or Hamilton(1994).
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∀t and k 6= 0. This means that the cross spectrum is a complex number at each frequency and
therefore has the following representation
Sxz(ω) = cxz(ω) + iqxz(ω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where the real part, cxz(ω), is called the cospectrum and the imaginary part, qxz(ω), the quadra-
ture spectrum. Again, any complex number may also be expressed in polar form as
Sxz(ω) = αxz(ω)eiφxz(ω), − π ≤ ω ≤ π
and the equivalence between representations is given by








The function αxz(ω) is called the cross amplitude spectrum and measures the difference in
amplitudes between {xt} and {zt} at each ω frequency (vertical difference). While the function
φxz(ω) is called the phase spectrum and gives the phase shift between frequency components of
{xt} and {zt} (horizontal difference), i.e., measures the extent to which each frequency component
of one time series leads/lags the other. So, if φxz(ω) > 0, ∀ω then we say that {xt} leads {zt} at
all frequencies and when φxz(ω) < 0 ∀ω, we say that {xt} lags {zt} at all frequencies. The phase
shift expressed in time units equals φxz(ω)ω and may be understood as the time delay between
components of the two processes. Figure 17 illustrates the hypothetic effects of the gain and
phase shift on the path of two time series. The horizontal difference between the lines reflects
the phase shift between the time series. So we may say that the time series represented by the
dashed line lags the other time series. The vertical difference measures the difference in the range
of the time series. Overall, we see in this example that the gain effect shrinks the range of the
periodic function while the phase shift delays the periodic function.
10
Figure 17: Gain and phase shift.















Sy(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
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− 2, . . .




Sxz(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
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Szx(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .




Sxx(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
+




Szz(ω)eiωkdω, k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .
Setting k = 0 we get E[xtzt] =
∫ π
−π Sxz(ω)dω, which shows that the cross-spectral density
decomposes the covariance of two series into the covariance of components at each ω frequency.
To finish, we display some typical cross spectral quantities that are frequently used, besides
the phase spectrum, to judge the relationship between two time series, namely,
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, − 1 ≤ Wxz(ω) ≤ 1
It is evident that the coherency spectrum measures the correlation between the components
of {xt} and the components of {zt} at frequency ω. It is the correlation coefficient between





This measures the extent to which the spectrum of {xt} has been modified to approximate
the corresponding component of {zt}. In other words, it is the regression coefficient from
the least squares regression of {xt} on {zt} at frequency ω.
Estimation of the spectrum
All objects defined so far entail the knowledge of population moments or equivalently of infinite
information. Therefore, their application to real data implies the definition of estimators. This
section aims to present some of the most commonly used spectrum approximations.

















− π ≤ ω ≤ π
















for k = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1
γ̂(−k) for k = −1, ,−2 . . . ,−(T − 1)
0 for |k| > T − 1
where
−
y is the sample mean31.
Another spectrum estimator arises from the definition of finite Fourier transform and is
referred to as periodogram:









− π ≤ ω ≤ π
It is proven that both estimators produce the same estimates, which means that the peri-
odogram is indistinguishable from the FT of the sample autocovariance.
As shown in Priestley (1981), the sample spectrum is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of
S(ω) but its variance does not tend to zero as the sample size grows. This means that I(ω) is not
a consistent estimator for S(ω). To construct an estimator of the spectrum with better properties
we should first understand the source of the undesirable behavior. To this effect, Priestley (1981)
points out that the periodogram involves T sample autocovariances, and although the variance
of each is O(1/T), the cumulative effect of the T terms produces a variance which is O(1), so
loosely speaking, it (the sample spectrum) contains “too many” sample autocovariances. While
Hamilton (1994) and Cochrane (2005) stress that we are using a sample of T observations to
estimate T parameters and do not take into account this fact in the estimator. Whichever
the point of view it seems that the problem draws from considering the poorly estimated high
order autocovariances. Then, focusing on this idea a better estimator seems to be the truncated






γ̂(k)e−iωk − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where γ̂(k) is the sample autocovariance at lag k and M(T ) < (T − 1) the truncation point.
31Despite of being a biased estimator it produces positive definite autocovariance sequences. As a result, it
guarantees that the spectrum estimates will be positive as required. This spectrum estimator is just the FT of
the sample autocovariance.
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By disregarding the sample autocovariances of order higher than M(T ) we get two conflicting
effects; we reduce the variance of the estimates but on the other hand introduce some bias.
However, the theoretical autocovariance function γ(k) tends to zero as |k| → ∞ and this ensures
that omitting only the terms on the tail of the sample autocovariance will not seriously affect
the estimator bias. As a result, the consistency of the above estimator depends on the properties
of the truncation point. The truncated periodogram is a consistent estimator of the spectrum if
M(T ) grows at a slower rate than the sample size grows so that M(T )T → 0 as T →∞.
The above discussion around the truncated sample spectrum was intended to introduce the














λ(k, T )γ̂(k) cos(ωk)

 − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where M(T ) and γ̂(k) are again the truncation point and the autocovariance estimates, respec-





I(θ)W (ω − θ)dθ − π ≤ ω ≤ π
where W (θ) = 12π
∑M(T )
s=−M(T ) λ(s)e
−iθs is the spectral window, in other words the FT of the
lag window. In the first expression the estimator is written as a weighted sum of the sample
autocovariances whereas in the second it is written as a weighted integral of the periodogram.
The lag window is a decreasing weight sequence that works to reduce the contribution of the high
order sample autocovariances that affect the variance of the estimator. In the weighted covariance
estimator the poorly estimated sample autocovariances are simultaneously eliminated through
the truncation point and reduction of the contribution of the high order sample autocovariance
considered by assuming a decreasing lag window. The spectral window works as a weight that
smooths the periodogram in the neighborhood of a fixed ω frequency in order to attenuate
the erratic behavior of the periodogram estimates and attempt to control the estimates of the
variance. Ultimately, the weighted covariance (or smooth periodogram) estimator is consistent
for S(ω) if we choose a suitable truncation point and an appropriate lag window (or spectral
14
window).
The truncation point determines the point at which the sample autocovariance function is
ignored. Such point also aims to balance the trade off between the bias, induced by disregarding
the tail estimates of the autocovariance function, and the variance, diverging if too many poorly
estimates are considered, to guarantee the consistency of the estimator. Hence, the important
issue is that any proposed method to obtain a value for M(T ) must satisfy the convergence rate
discussed above. Accordingly, the functions M(T ) =
√
T and M(T ) = Tα with 0 < α < 1 are two
possible choices. The problem is that they completely ignore the properties of the true underlying
process and as Priestley (1981) pointed out is advisable to obtain the truncation point according
to the sample characteristics. Therefore, we call attention for two more sophisticated methods
surveyed in Priestley (1981). The first follows the well known property that the theoretical
autocovariance function decays towards zero to suggest using the sample counterpart to determine
the truncation point. The process is simple and consists of choosing M(T ) so that γ̂(k) ' 0, |k| >
M(T ). Naturally the sample autocovariance plot will not give us a unique value for the truncation
point but it gives us a set of values for M(T ) which attempt to match the properties of the process.
At the end which value to choose from this set should be a matter of evaluating the different
estimates. In sum, this method only implies the computation of the sample autocovariance
function, however because the latter will decay more slowly to zero than the theoretical function
the selected M(T ) will be in general higher than the true M(T ). The second criterion is called
window closing. We start with a small value of M(T ) and construct a set of possible truncation
points by increasing M(T ). Then, for each value in the set we compute a spectrum estimate,
obtaining a sequence of estimates. The first estimate will be the smoother one because it employs
just a few sample estimates and as we increase the number of sample autocovariances used in the
estimator the estimates will become more erratic. Finally, we determine the truncation point by
detecting the point at which the smoothing has been relaxed too far. One of the criticisms made
to this technique is that it relies on the researcher’s judgement of too smooth.
The lag window weights the sample autocovariance function. The consistency of the estimator
is established if this weight sequence decays at a proper rate. There are several proposals in the
literature for the functional form of the lag window (or spectral window) and most of them are of
the scale parameter form. This means that the lag window has a parameter that simply has the
role of stretching or contracting the weights. Curiously, that parameter is the truncation point.
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Table 11 presents in detail some of the most commonly used kernels in applied work. For the
truncated periodogram there is no down weighting scheme because the weight sequence weights
equally all the sample autocovariances up to lag M(T ). The problem with this lag window choice
is that the spectrum estimates can be negative for some frequencies which is undesirable given
the non-negative nature of the population spectrum. In contrast, all the other lag windows are
decreasing weight functions and produce non-negative spectrum estimates for all frequencies.
The General Tukey window is the general form of the original lag window suggested by Tukey
(1949) where a was set to 0.23. In the general case a only has to satisfy 0 < a ≤ 14 so that
λ(u) ≥ 0 for all u. Regarding the spectral windows, note that the Bartlett’s window is the
Dirichlet kernel of order M(T) and the General Tukey’s window is just a linear combination of
the former kernel. Parzen’s spectral window has a difficult form and thus in applied work the
approximation given in table 11 is typically used.
Table 11: Lag windows and corresponding spectral windows.
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Overall, the main idea to retain is that with an appropriate choice of the truncation point
and the lag window we obtain a consistent spectrum estimator valid for all types of stationary
processes.
As an alternative to the non-parametric approach we can construct a spectrum estimator
assuming a specific parametric model for the observed series. As suggested by Parzen (1974) and
Akaike (1974c, 1976) first decide on the ARMA(p,q) specification (see equation 20) that best fits
the data determining the orders p and q of the AR and MA polynomials, respectively, by the
AIC or BIC criterion32. Then estimate the unknown model parameters (φ1, . . . , φp, θ1, . . . , θq, σ2ε )
32The acronyms AIC and BIC denote Akaike’s (1973) information criterion and Schwarz’(1978) bayesian infor-
mation criterion, respectively.
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using some proper method, like maximum likelihood. And, finally, replace such estimates in the
theoretical spectral density function of an ARMA(p,q) model given in equation (21).
The sampling properties for this class of estimators are discussed in Hannah (1970), Parzen
(1974) and Berk (1974) for the AR model and in An, Cgen and Hannah (1982), Hannan and
Kavalieris (1983) and Den Haan and Levin (1998) for the ARMA model. Nonetheless, the idea
is that if the model is correctly specified then the parametric spectrum estimator is consistent.
Or in other words, it is sufficient that the autocovariance function of the estimated ARMA(p,q)
process resembles to a great extent the autocovariance function of the true process to guarantee
the consistency of the estimator.
Both types of estimators are widely used in applied work and there is no empirical evidence
leading researchers to prefer one method over the other. Ultimately, the performance of each
estimator depends on the true data generating process (unknown in practice) as shown in the
simulation results provided by Beasmish (1977) or Beasmish and Priestley (1981).
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Appendix B: Linear Filters









where Ljyt = yt−j is the backshift operator,
{
bj , j = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .
}
are the weights of the two-
sided filter satisfying
∑∞
j=−∞ |bj | < ∞ and {xt} is the filtered series. If bj = 0 for j < 0 then
the filter is said to be one-sided and if bj = b−j , ∀j the filter is said to be symmetric.
To obtain the spectrum of the filtered series we first have to derive the autocovariance func-
tion. Assuming that {xt} is a zero mean process we have



























bjblγy(k + l − j), k = 0,+− 1,+− 2, . . .















































−iωj is called the frequency response function that can be under-
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stood as the FT of the filter weights,
∣∣B(e−iω)
∣∣2 is named transfer function or squared gain and
measures the relative importance of each frequency in the total variance since
∣∣B(e−iω)
∣∣2 = Sx(ω)Sy(ω)
and Sy(ω) denotes the spectral density function of the original time series. Finally,
∣∣B(e−iω)∣∣ is






∣∣ is the gain and measures the difference in amplitude between the filtered series
{xt} and the original series {yt} and φ(ω) is the phase and measures the time displacement
between the two time series.
In the spectrum of {xt} the transfer function works as a weighting function of the spectrum of
{yt}. Hence, it is easily seen that the filtered series will mainly include the frequency components
of {yt} that are most weighted by the transfer function. If
∣∣B(e−iω)∣∣ = 1 for a particular
frequency ω then the component of {yt} at the ω frequency is preserved without any distortion,
whereas
∣∣B(e−iω)
∣∣ = 0 for a particular frequency ω implies that the ω frequency component of
{yt} is completely eliminated. Further, if
∣∣B(e−iω)
∣∣ < 1 (or > 1) for a particular frequency ω
then the ω frequency component of {yt} is retained but with some distortion.
The linear filters are classified as low pass, high pass or band-pass filters according to the type
of frequencies that they preserve. For instance the difference operation is a linear filter frequently
used to render a time series stationary. This means that the transfer function will assume higher
values at medium and high frequencies than at low frequencies. So, that {xt} encompasses only
the medium and short term components of {yt}. For this reason the first difference filter is
classified as a high pass filter. Explicitly, taking first differences of a time series consists in
xt = yt − yt−1 = (1− L)yt = F (L)yt
Since f0 = 1, f1 = −1 and fj = 0 for |j| ≥ 2 the frequency response function is simply
F (e−iω) = 1− e−iω, -π ≤ ω ≤ π
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and the squared gain
∣∣F (e−iω)
∣∣2 = F (e−iω)F (eiω) =
=
(
1− e−iω) (1− eiω) =
= 2 [1− cos (ω)] , -π ≤ ω ≤ π
Figure 18 shows the squared gain of the first difference filter in the interval [−π, π]. At
zero frequency the squared gain is zero and in its neighborhood is very low, which means that
the low frequency components of {yt} will be eliminated or at least attenuated. Whereas the
high and intermediate frequency components are preserve, although with distortion because
∣∣B(e−iω)∣∣2 > 1 for some frequencies.
Figure 18: Squared gain of the first difference filter.





























Ljyt = G(L)yt, m ≥ 2
where m stands for the moving average order. This filter is a very simple filter because its weights
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e−iωj , − π ≤ ω ≤ π
and so the squared gain is
∣∣G(e−iω)






Figure 19 illustrates the path of the squared absolute value of the frequency response function
from -π to π of a moving average filter of order 3. Clearly this filter passes low frequency
components with a gain near one and attenuates high frequencies. So, {xt} will mainly contain
the low frequency components of the original series and therefore this filter works as an example
of a low pass filter. In a time domain perspective we say that {xt} will essentially contain the
trend component because low frequencies are related with long periodicities.
Figure 19: Squared gain of the moving average filter of order 3.




















Both examples exhibit an important feature of linear filters when used in practice, which is
the fact that they usually do not leave the properties of the extracted components intact. In most
cases the frequency components are preserved with some alteration but the researchers believe
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that those distortions are minor. Moreover, filtering techniques are several times employed with
the objective to extract a particular component such as growth or cyclical fluctuations but as one
can see there is always some weight given to frequencies that are not of interest. This phenomena
is call leakage. The filters that exactly extract some desired range of frequencies are called ideal
filters. Here we will survey three of the ideal linear filters since they will be mention in the main
text.
(a) Ideal low pass filter
In this case we are looking for a filter that exactly retains the low frequency components
of the {yt} series and that completely blocks the high and intermediate frequencies. For





1 , |ω| ≤ ωl
0 , |ω| > ωl
where ωl sets the upper bound to what we consider low frequencies. The name ideal low
pass filter obviously follows from the fact that it isolates exactly a range of low frequencies.
The time domain representation of the ideal filter weights is obtained by working the IFT

























, |j| ≥ 1
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From figure 20 we observe that this filter exactly preserves frequency components within
[−ωl, ωl] and that it completely eliminates the frequencies outside this interval.




















(b) Ideal high pass filter
In this case we want a filter that simultaneously preserves the high frequencies while elim-






1 , |ω| ≥ ωh
0 , |ω| < ωh
The ideal weights, in time domain representation, for the high pass filter are easily obtain
23
given that this filter can be constructed from a low pass filter considering ωh = ωl and
BHP (L) = 1−BLP (L)






1− bLP0 , j = 0
−bLPj , |j| ≥ 1
(c) Ideal band-pass filter
This last case is in the middle of the two previous filters. The objective is to eliminate all
frequencies outside the interval [−ωh,−ωl]∪ [ωl, ωh] and leave intact all frequencies within





1 , |ω| ∈ [ωl, ωh]
0 , |ω| /∈ [ωl, ωh]
Figure ?? reveals that we definitely remove components at higher frequencies than |wh|
and at lower than |wl|.






























































, |j| ≥ 1




















Alternatively, the band-pass filter can be constructed from the subtraction of two ideal low
pass filters, and the ideal weights are obtained as,
bBPj = b
LP (ωh)
j − bLP (ωl)j
where bLP (ωh)j denotes the ideal weights of a low pass filter with cutoff at ωh and b
LP (ωl)
j
the ideal weights of a low pass filter with cutoff at ωl.





Sx(ω)e−iωkdw, k = 0,+− 1,
+
− 2, . . .
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